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Dilwyn Jones
We are very pleased to be able to
announce thal lhe next generalion
super QL, the Q60 from the designer
of the Q40 Peter Graf has finally gone
into production thanks to a small British
company, D&D Systems made up of
two long standing Qlers, Derek
Stewart (who runs the Holborn View
Bulletin Board System) and Dennis
c-;+h Th^ nt ^^^^^ h^^ h^^^ hl^^Jil ilU r. r ilg \JL SUU| tC ildJ Uggr I UltrJ

sed with some excellent QL emulators
for other platforms in recent years, but
the native hardware scene was not
quite so fortunate. We at QL Today
would like to wish all concerned well
with this venture and hope that the
Q60 will be as successful as its speci-
fication implies it should Peter Graf has
persisted with his dedication to pro-

ducing high quality QL hardware and
deserves everyone's vote of thanks
and congratulations. See the news
pages for further details

Despite over 15 years of Qling and
seeing the dedication of many of us to
our favourite operating system, lam still

amazed at the ingenuity of some
Qlers Take Simon Goodwin's Kodak
digital camera software for the QL for
example, a neat bit of programming.
The RomDisq from TF Services intro-
duced us to flash memory systems.
Now a Greek QLer living in the USA
brings us a Com-
pact Flash memo-
ry card reader
which can appa-
rently be used by
Qubide users!
Phoebus Dokos
located a source
of cheap lDt CF
card readers
which require no
software drivers
and can be built
into a cased QL
system rather like
a floppy disk
drive. See the
news pages for

more detarls With luck, gadgets like
this will provide more reason to bring
the Qubide interface back into produc-
tion

The new year as expected brought a

flurry of Euro-related activity on the QL
scene. Andrea Carpi updated the Euro
currency converter to take advantage
^+ +h^ /-t-\1 ^^l^, ,. 4"i,,^"^ nh^^t-,,^ut U rtr \.tL,/z uuluut ut tvut 5, r I tucuu5
Dokos (it's that man againl) contributed
Proforma/Prowess fonts which now
include the Euro currency symbol, a set
of Euro-enabled fonts is now available
for QDOS users and of course SMSQ/E
users already have the Euro symbol
available Nice to see that despite be-
ing a fairly small community we are still

able to keep up to date

The QL Users Email Mailing List has
been buzzing of late with loads of
ideas for ihe future of the QL being
discussed by an enthusiastic and loyal
bunch of Qlers worldwide QL Foreverl

We wish you all a happy new year for
2002 and I for one wrll be dreaming of
two things: A Q60 of course and the
long awaited soql internet system from
Jonathan Dent.
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Q60 NE\(IS from Peter Graf
I have the pleasure to announce that the Q60
series production is now up and running!
The waiting is ovel thanks to Dennis Smilh and
Derek Stewart, who run D&D Systems.
Although the possible user base seems very
small, and is already partially supplied by earlier
Q40 sales, D&D decided to make the dream of a
highend 68060 powered QL come true When
nobody else had the courage to do the Q60
series production, D&D helped. They deserve
high respect and a lot of thanks for their deci-
sion!
I already had the chance to inspect the first
board from their new production and I was very
impressed by the fine quality of their work. My
own involvement in Q60 production has been
reduced to sourcing and preparing parts. Now
that the series production is running, I no longer
build or sell any prototypes,
Those users who contacted me for a Q60 proto-
type but were not yet supplied, can now get
theirs from series production. For prices and
orders please contact:
sales@q40.de
And there is more good news. lnstead of pst
mainboards, D&D will o{fer complete, cased and
tested sysiems as well!
This is a fine service for those users who do not
like to bother with building their own systems,
and just like to use a complete and optimized
machine.
There will be a choice between
Q60/66, with 68060 at 66 MHz
Q60i80, with 6BLC060 at B0 MHz
For a lower cost solution, it is planned to offer an
improved Q40 as well lt has similar features to
the Q60, but using the 68040 CPU Details will be
published.
All systems are capable of running QDOS
Classic, SMSQ/I and 6Bk Linux. For more
information look at http://www.q40"de.

lEdilor's nole: Although he did not include the
information in this news item, Peter Graf has
published some rmpressive timings for Q60 on
the www.q$O.de website. Due fo fhe importance
of this praject fo fhe QL hardware scene I have
reproduced the impressive specification here;

* Q40: 6804A CPU, 40 MHz, Math. Coproces-
sorMMU
* Q6A/66:68060 CPU,66 MHz, Math. Copro-
cessor MMU
* Q6A/80:68LC060 CPU,8A lvlHz, MMU
x 68060 superscalar architecture, dual execu-
lion unifs* Up to 160 BogoMlPS performance for
QDOS*SMSQ/E (compared lo "jusf" 26.6 for
fhe old Q40 for examplel)
x 4 to 128 

^nB 
RAM, PS/2 module sockets

* 256 b fi24 kB ROM
* l-liahcnaarl 2) hil r"rrnnhinc :l.rilh nrirrinal Ol.r r.r. v, ,5rr rvr sL

modes
x 65536 colours at 1024 x 512 pixel resolution
x Multisync monitor oulput
* PC Keyboard inlerface (DlN)
* 20 kHz Stereo sound
x Battery buffered clock,2 KB nanvolatile RAM
* Controller far 2lDE harddisks or CD-RO[,!
* 2 Serial ports wifh 1$2AA Baud, Parallel port,
Joyslick porf (one IA card supplied with main-
board)
* Hardware extension slof supporfs ISA cards
x Fits drectly into Minitower or other sfandard
case
* *5V / +72V power supply
x No tinkering, no parts frorn original Qt nee-
ded
* Mainboard size 8.2 x 6.3 inch
Now does that sound like every Qler's dream
machine ar what? - Editorl

D&D Systems,
PO Box 5813,
Ripley,
Derbyshire,
England,
DEs gZR

Tel: 01773-740170
Fax: 01773-748399
Email: sales@q40.de
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EURO Converter
Andrea Carpi wrifes:
The Euro rs here!
And now available from Beginners'Club websiie,
the new version 1.40 of Euro Converier at the
address'
www begin nersclub.org/e04e. htm

The new version has coloured flags under
SMSQ/E 2 98 (or later) with GD2 on QPC2, QXL
and Q40160
E-mail, info@beginnersclub.org
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News from Tim Swenson
For those that have been waiting, finally, I have
finished QHJ s34 abd have made it available on
my web page {www.geocities.com/svenqhj/).
This issue focuses primarily on TURBO and all of
the lools that come with it.

To help in tracking current bugs in TURBO and
the TURBO Toolkit, I've created a TURBO
Support Page on my web page'
wwwgeocities.com/svenqhj/
I only have one bug listed, bul I'm ready to list
more. This page can be used by TURBO users
to see if any bug they encounter has been seen
or not and if there is a fix on the way

GWASS V4.15
by George Gwilt
The Gwass assembler program is now at version
4.15, Changes in this version include ihe abillty to
input decimal numbers in the range -2^311o 2^32,
which accords with HEX and BIN input The
program may be downloaded from,
http://www.soft . net.uk/djlsoftware/otherlother. html
and obtained from most PD libraries.

TURBOPTR v4.9
An updated version of the TurboPTR package
(which allows Turbo compilation of pornter driven
programs) is now available from
http://www. sof t. net. u k/d j/sof twareloth e r/othe r. htm I

and most PD libraries

Changes to ALTER-TASK v 3.3
(25th December 2001)
1 Made totally free of Toolkit 2

2. CLOSE is allowed on an already closed
channel in SMSQ/[, but not on some other
operating systems. ALTIR-BSK now only
CLOSEs channels which are open
3 The pointer is repositioned within
A[tR-mSK's window after viewing a changed
window {This requires TPTR-IXT v3 2 or later).

Changes to TPTR-BAS v 4.2
(8th December 2001)
1. Removed references to HEX and HEX$ in
get-xTolget-y70. Otherwise these were depen-
dent on Toolkit 2

Changes to TPTR-EXT tExtensions) v 3.2
(25th December 2001)
1. A new function BASIC-SRT0/o{dx7o) has been
added to return the lower nibble of the first byte
of the type word for the keyword with index
number dx%.
2. W-MAX now returns the screen size even
wilhin programs with managed windows
3 The new procedure SET-PTR wwd,pos has
been added to postion the pointer

BMP9PIC
Bmp2Pic is a new Windows program from Quan-
tum Leap Software (Phoebus Dokos), Before you
leap up in protest at the inclusion of news of Win-
dows software in this magazlne, let me hasten to
add that its purpose is to convert Windows
bitmap or bmp files into QL screen pic files for
use with the colour drivers or GD2. lt does a
quick and simple conversion of Windows gra-
phics files into high colour QL ones, but leaves
you with the task of then moving those files onto
a QL disk or into a QXL.WIN file depending on
what system you use. The program needs the
Visual Basic 6 runtimes, a f ile called
MSCOMCTL.OCX to run (most Windows users
will already have it, or it's available on many
magazine cover CDs for example) - that's not
included with the package due to its sheer srzel

5QL loday
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News from Thierry Godefroy
Hi happy Qlers I

l've done an (over due) update to my Web site
loday' http://qdos.cjb.neV
and its mirrors, plus I activated the biggest and
most up to date download site for QDOS/SMS:
http://smsq.free.frl
Over 90 Mb of compressed soflware are
available there {i.e all software avaiiable on QLCF
BBS save the QLCF collection which is only
accessible to QLCF members at

http://smsqe.free.fr: 40 more Mb of software !).

d. e e 6 €.' 6 A € d
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USA QL SHO\(/ ?OO2
Al Boehm
Quanta and NESQLUG are pleased to sponsor
ihe US 2002 QL Show to be held at lhe Park lnn
in Oxon Hill, Maryland on Saturday 1 June 2AA2.

Several European vendors are expected inclu-
ding J-M-S, QBranch and Q-Celi. As usual, Doro-
thy Boehm will lead a ladies touring group A
Maryland Crab Fest is planned for Sunday
The Park lnn is a newly renovated motel just off
the l-95/l*495 beltway around Washington, DC.
just north of the Potomac River and is 12 km from
the White House, U.S. Capital and many free at-
tractions on the Mall. There is a bus service and
the Branch Ave, Metro station (www"wmata.com) is

five minutes away by car The special QL room
rate is $59 per night for I or 2 people. There is a
swimming pool, game room, free parking, free
local phone calls, and free continental {coffee,
juice, pastries) breakfast The meeting room is in
the Park lnn For reservalions call 301 839*0001
or Fax 301 839-0002 or make reservations on
www.parkhtls.com. lndicate QL Show.
NESQLUG wlll try to arrange airport pickuplreturn
for Reagan Washington National {closest to Park
lnn), Dulles, or Baltimore-Washington Airports Let
Al Boehm, tel' 256 859-8051 or email
albertboehm@juno.com, know you are planning to
come or for more information.

QPC2 Version 3 NE\flS
Version 3 of QPC2 is now available, including a

new manual This version of QPC2 includes many
changes suggested by users of previous ver-
stons.
Screen stretching can now keep the current x:y
ratio.

A new power management rnode is useful on
battery powered laptops for example, because it
means QPC only uses as much processing
power as is necessary
Additional configuration items are available.
When running QPC in a window it's now aiways
placed at the center on startup - no more
grabbing the title bar to move it to the centre of
the screen.
QPC2v3 has revised SER and PAR drivers, they
should be much more reliable now. PAR2-PAR4
now available {or computers with more than one
paraliel port. A new 'use filter"option is added to
the PAR ports. This will allow 3rd party filters to
be incorporated into the print process. The check
boxes will automatically get enabled when a filter
is detected on the system. Option is only
available when'printer" is selected for output.
One can now supply a base directory for the
DOS device drives. This then acts as the root
directory for the drive. Valid entries are normal
directory and UNC names, e g 'C,\WINDOWS\" or
'\MARC[L\SHAR[\" Using the latter variant you
can even access drives of other PCs over a

network! lt's also useful to get around the
SMSQ/I filename size limit There's a new dialog
available to adjust the palhs The DOS device
now converts characters which are illegal on PC
file systems ('*/.?\; and some more stuff) to
some other characters and vice versa. DOS
device's make-dir command now correctly
returns err-fex if the directory already exists.
Support for wheel mice added. 3 Alt+up/down
get stuffed into the keyboard queue for every
wheel tick, thus enabling many PE applications to
immediately profit from it. Windows 95 imple-
ments the wheel differently from ali other ver-
sions and is not supported. Furthermore, sorne
cheap no-name wheel mice might not generate
the necessery messages either
QPC_MINIMIZT/QPC*MAXIMIZT/QPC_RESTORT
SBASIC procedures have been added to control
the QPC window
QPC-NETNAMI$ SBASIC function added to get
the network name of the current PC. Can be
used to distinguish between several PCs in a

boot program etc.
QPC-EXEC filename fiparameters] is a new
SBASIC procedure added to start external Win-
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dows programs or files, e g, "QPC-EXEC
'notepad','c'Vexttxt'' or'QPC-IXEC'c:\texttxt" to
start the default viewer for txt-files
QPC can now emulate the original 512x256-QL
screen at $20000 in all resolutions and colour
depths This feature can be controlled using the
QPC-QLSCRIMU command. -l as paramelers
enables the automatic mode {emulation depends
on the last MODE call), 0 disables the emulation

{this is the default), 4 and B force the emulation to
the specified colour mode ln QL colour modes
(4/B) the emulation always uses the same mode,
only the 16bit mode can emulate both indepen-
dantly With this feature some older applications
work quite seamlessly again. Shadows added to
PE windows in 16bit mode. This version of QPC2
needs at least SMSQ/E V2a99 (which is supplied
with QPC2)

font, also in normal, italic, bold and italic bold
flavours.

QDT News
from Jim Hunkins
I would like to announce that www.jdh-stech com
(J. D. Hunkins Software Technology) is now on
line. Details of the QDT (QL Desktop) project are
fully updated Enjoy.

http://www.jd h-stech.com
For those of you with QL websites, feel free to
add a link to the main page. I would prefer that
the link goes to the main page instead of directly
to the QL software page as internal locations
may change around in the fulure while the
primary page will stay the same
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EURO Font
Phoebus Dokos of Quantum Leap Software has
released a set of Proforma fonts containing the
new Euro currency symbol The first pack of 4
fonts is available f rom the usual sources of
freeware software, including
http://wwwsof t. net. u k/d j/sof tware/othe r/other. htm I

and the USA mirror site of Phoebus Dokos, The
pack includes normal, italic, bold and italic bold
versions of the SuisseLatin font, with further
{onts to follow The Euro symbol is accessed
with the CTRL SHIFT u keypress, or with the
\paragraph\ entity name in text.
The second pack of 4 fonts is also available at
the time of writing, this one being the Guardian
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QL Today's New Wabsite
New at www.qltoday.com is the latest QL Today

website. li includes sections on subscription details,

cover disks to downioad {e g if you have mislaid
your copies), listings, volume index tup to volume 4

so far), links to other Ql-related websites and a

section on advertising. The website was prepared

by Bruce Nicholls
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state storage in existing systems. You simply
attach an lDt cable to it, Mounting holes and
cable connectors are the same specs as a 3 1/2
Floppy drive. Fits neatly into any 3 1/2 inch floppy
drive bay These are not hot-swapable, you musl
restart compuler each time you need to switch
cards Fully assembled and ready to go NOT A
KITI
lf we can get 100 people that price may drop to
12$ (About 14 turos)
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Compact Flash Adaptors
from Phoebus R. Dokos
I secured a batch of 50 lDt compact flash adap-
tors for $15.99 each {+ s/h) {about 17 [uros).
These are not hot swapable {the hot swapable
ones will go for about double the price) but they
can accept huge CF cards and even IBM Micro-
drives (the irony of that!). They work right out of
the box with ANY QL with IDE i/f {Qubide/Qubide
ll, Q40/60) and if I receive enough mail I could
order them and pass them at no extra cost to
anyone that wants one I got three myself (well,

two, since one goes for QL development
purposes) and they are great and extremely fast.
ll anyone's interesled let me know. My email
address is webmaster@redoak.net
Or contact me by snail-mail at,

Phoebus Dokos, 941 Lilac Street Apt.tl
lndiana, PA 15701-3340 USA
Telephone +L{.7241 464 0199

Here are the complete specificalions,
Read/Write Led Maste/Slave selectable via
jumper lnclude screws and power cable adapters
(from regular sized power outlet to 3.5" floppy
type sized ones) Fastesl way to Upload and
Download files to or from a CompactFlash card or
IBM MicroDrive (up lo 40 times faster than USB).

Think of the possibilities! Transparent to any
operating system, does nol require any drivers - it
will simply show up as another drive on your
compuler Easy way to install disk drive with solid

'f 6,
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EURO QDOS
The My Freeware page on my website now
includes a QDOS fount with a Euro currency
symbol at CHR${181) like SMSQ/E On British
keyboards, for example, the Euro symbol is
accessed with the CTRL SHIFT u keypress. The
font is freeware (please copy at will for all Qlers!)
A short text file is included to describe how to
use it.

EUROFONT.z|p may be downloaded from,
http ://www. sof t. net. u k/d j/sof tware/f reeware/
freeware.html

and in time should be available from all QL PD
libraries.
Dilwyn Jones
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Uncle Klaus is very old
Geoff Wieks

Many years ago when I was
living in the Netherlands, my
work colleague responsible for
ihe money was looking glum
The combination number of the
safe had just been changed
and this was governed by strict
legal regulations. She had
been told the new code just

once and from then on had to
remember it, She was strictly
forbidden from writing it down.
Realising thal the Dutch word
for safe, 'kluis' and the name
'Klaus' looked and sounded
very similar I suggested she
could not be legally prevented
from writing the birthday of her
uncle Klaus in her diary. She
grinned wickedly and then said
solemnly "Uncle Klaus is very
old. I'm surprised he's still alive'.
Uncle Klaus'birthday was soon
transformed into part of his

telephone number
Most of us do not have to put
up with this sort of bureaucratic
nonsense, but we are increa-
sing being given numbers we
have to remember My Dutch
bank card has two PIN codes,
one for getting money out of
cash machines and large pur-

chases and the other for small
purchases. With online banking
it is even worse. 

-lb 
access my

account I have to type in a 6
digit account number then a 6
digit PIN code given by my
bank and finally a 6 digit PIN

code I chose myself. With eve-
ry transaction I have to enter
another 6 digit code that is one
of 100 I have been given by the
bank.
Usually I have little difficulty in

remembering numbers, but if I

have not used one of my bank
cards for a couple of months, I

have to think long and hard to
remember the PIN code

Al Boehm emailed me about
this problem. He has to cope
with numerous phone and
voicemail numbers, bank Pll{
codes, bicycle lock, driving
licence number automobrle tag
number etc.,etc. He suggested
it should be possible to write a
simple computer program to
help us remember these num-
bers by converting them into
words.
Telephones have recently re-
gained letters alongside the
number and he suggested we
could use these letters to
generate words. Most bank PIN

codes have 4 digits and, in

most cases, each number on a
telephone has 3 letters asso-
ciated with it Thus there would
be3x3x3x3-81 letter
combinations or 162 if we
allowed reversed words, lt
would be a simple piece of pro-
gramming to generate each of
these combinations and check
against a QTYP dictronary or
ASCII word list to see if any
were valid words.
Al also pointed out a compli-
cation. Not all numbers on a

telephone have letters atlached
to them, as can be seen from
the practice in the UK:

4.
1. ----

2: ABC
3: DEF
4: GHI
5: JKL
6; MNO
7: PQRS
8; TUV
9: WXYZ
0: ----

We could use the letter I for the
number 1 and the letter O for
the number 0, but it would still

not solve the problem of a PIN

code like 5795, which would
have no vowels.
There are, howevet other ways
of remembering PIN codes
When they were first intro-
duced the Dutch Postbank
produced a booklet giving vari-
ous suggestions, but I have
thrown away my copy and can
no longer remember them.
This then is the question Do
you have a syslem or do you
L^^.., ^{ r nr rc*nm {n" r^*^--
n r tuvv ur cl JyJrcil r l\Jr rur ilEr il
bering PIN codes? ls it a sys-
tem that could easily be made
into a simple program? Al sug-
gests there would be interest in

a QL program for converling
PIN codes into easily remem-
bered mnernonics All sugges-
tions and ideas welcomed

Jochen replies; I suffer from
the same problem: too many
PINs, and it is very difficult to
remember even half of them if
you don't frequently use them.
The solution fo is pretty
obvious, I would think, and I

wonder why no one has come
up with this solution faf leasl
Siemens, Nokia, Eriksson and
Motorola have not, as far as I
knoil.We're not talking about
Grandma with iusf one PlN,

we're talking about people
who have lots of PlNs for
devices. With a quota of over
50Yo people in Germany
owning a mobile phone, how
can it be that all these phones
do not have a password area
which can be opened with one
masfer password? You can
buy these devices (cheque

card format), which let you
store 10 PlNs and lock them
with a master password, but
why carry extra sluff araund
if yau carry a mobile phone
anywaf They have put
calendars, alarms, games efc.
into the phones, and keyboard,
memory and display exist tool
So why not add this feature? lf
wauld be so easy and useful!
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QL Roadmaps
Roy Wood

Bought my first QL from a friend
who ran a rehearsal studio in Hollo-

way' The concept at first was to transfer stuff
from the PSION ll using the liansform soft-
ware but, as soon as I got it running I got

hooked. Subscriber to QL World

n--^r^^r- I-^--,-^.. rL^,^,",:{^ ^-^l r.- ^rruteStS truilt ilty iltet I wile dnu twu
young children about my hogging

the TV set to run the QL caused me to hunt
out a small black and white monitor to run it

on, Much better picture but the screen, at
only 10', was hard to read.

A friend bought a lot of computer
stuff at an auction. He wanted the

printer and monitor for his own
system (Amiga I think but not sure) I got a

CST disk interface and 5.25" twin disk drive
as well as a second QL Suddenly found I

did not have time to make the tea while Quill
was loading.

Bought lCt the 'lcon Driven Front
[nd' and mouse system and Artlce

the drawing Program I had been
struggling with QL Paint and using it to draw
stage plans but I found that drawing with a

mouse was so much easier Big boost to my
productivity I also bought lcicle but my
unexpanded QL did not have enough

memory and ldid not have enough money to buy
an expansion. Back in the box.

Got a 14" Colour monitor at a local
junk shop What a revelationl!

Moved to Hamburg, Germany
and began working for a German

sound company Finally had enough mo-
ney for a Gold Card and twin HD Drives

WOW So fastl My enthusiasm ramped up
a notch. My wife worked at the local
theatre and had longish hours so I began
to improve my SuperBASlC and finally

realised I had enough memory to use lcicle lcicle
used a simple superBASlC program to poke new
commands into the PSION suite so lhat some of
its functions could be called by using a mouse
This was another revelation and I have been a big
supporter of mouse based systems ever since.

Bought the first bits of soflware
from Jochen Merz Found that the

twin drives I had bought were out of
alignment {probably damaged in post on the
way to Hamburg). The good thing about this

was I had several conversations with Jo-
chen trying to work out what was wrong,
(The drives would read and wriie perlectly

to disks formatted on thern but would not read
disks formatted on other machines ) We have
been friends even since. Got my first tower cased
system with a Falkenburg Hard Disk interface and
20Mb drive - so much space, l'll never fill it

Filled Hard disk and bought a 30Mb
Jochen introduced me to the Pointer

Environment and I bought a lot of new
programs, QPAC 2 took a while to master but

soon I had a screen full of buttons!

Bought lbxt 87 and LlNEdesign
Found out what a word processor

should do and have never used Quill since
LlNEdesign took a while to get to grips

with at first but I offered to help to
correct some of lhe english in the
manual and that task taught me how to

use the system.

Bought a QXL to go in the 286
Laptop that Bob Dyl got for me

Another revelation I A portable QL al
last and I was able to take it on tour with me
ln fact it nearly got me fired from one tour

because I spent so much time fiddling
around with it Also bought my first Super
Gold Card, More speed - More Memory -

Whoopee!

I moved back to the UK with my
wife and daughter Started Q Branch

Got one of the first superHermes interfaces
from TF Tony opened my case in his usual
delicate way with a cold chisel and inserted

the interface with a lump hammer but the
system survived and I had an independent
mouse at last. SMSQ/E arrives A vast

improvement on my system.

Bought a better (486) lapiop Much
beiter screen though still nol in colour

Just in time for the arrivalof QPC lalso began
uslng a modem on the bulletin boards This
was an invaluable resource for sending and

downloading program updates h/ostly made
possible by superHermes and Jonathan
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Hudson's QTPI IQLR Dies but QL Today rises
From the ashes.

1997 Got onto the internet for the
first time. Email the first big advan-

tage because Q Branch Customers could
contact me easier Not strictly QL though The
Big QL event was the Aurora. Slightly marred
by the three hours of head scratching and
one hour of phone calls to Ron Dunnet to
find out why it did not work. Turned out to be

the monitor which could not handle the signal
Alcn fnr rnd ih:i I r-nr rld nnt rrco hiooor qr-raonc

because the Falkerburg HDD interface overwrote
some screen lines. Had to buy a Qubide and IDE

HDD. After that it was an'all systems go Super
system'!

RomDisq allowed a stable storage
svslem which wnrrld not be over-

written when I made a mistake copying files
at a show.

Arrival of Mplane allows the con-
struction of a MinisQL. An Aurora

system in a small box. ldeal for show Q40
finally ready for sale QPC 2 arrives I buy a
better laptop and get the Q Branch websrte
up and running.

The Q 40 colour Drivers arrive
fully. Colours are also readied for

the QXL and QPC 2

Thierry Godefroy's beta test
version of the CD drivers for

the Qubide and Q40

These are rnv own Dersonal landmarks in 16-'- ''',
years of using the QL. How about you ? what
are yours?

My Boot
John Perry

I have been meaning for a

while now to pass 0n my
wisdom concerning BOOT pro-
grams for the QL. I have never
really set pen to paper on any
QL subject so please forgive
me if this is not advanced
enough for readers of QL
Today, as my computing know-
ledge does not extend beyond
superbasic and pointer
environment tPE). 0n the other
hand, not everyone is an ex-
pert and this short article
might help those wanting to
dip their toes in the waters of
lhe pointer environment.
A boot program is pretly es-
sential for using a QL with
pointer environmenl, as the
pointer environment isn't built
into the operating syslem, so it
always has to be loaded from
disk. The boot program fires
up automatically when you
start a QL - | tend to leave the
boot disk in or on the drive
overnight so it's reeady to go
when I switch on. Despite war-

nings, l've never really had a I use more than one boot
problem with a disk being in program in fact, depending on

the drive when I switched on, which machine I'm ustng For

I've only ever had problems if my version JS QL, which has a
the drive light was on when I Trump Card expander and twin
switched off lpresumably that floppy drives, I use a fairly

meant the head was in contact simple boot program, which is
with the disk and cause damage the one I'll describe here in

eilher when it was switched off case it helps newcomers get

or switched back on) started

100 REMark B00T fairly simple
110 TK2-JXT : REMark ENSURE TO0LKIT 2 IS ACTITE
120 LRESPR FLPI-PTR*GEN : REMark P0INTER INTERFACE

130 LRESPR FLPLWMAN : REMark WIND0W MANAGER

140 tRnSPR FIJPLH0T--REXT : REMark H0TI{3Y SYSTEM

150 LnnSPR ptPl-I4ENU*iEXT : REMark QI{ENU EXTENSI0NS

160 IRESPR FLPI-QPAC2 : REMark QPACZ MAIN FILE
170 LRESPR FLPI-TURB0-TK-C0DE : REMark TURBO TO0LKIT
175 I,RESPR FLPI*QLOADREF_3IN : REMaTK QLOAD ANd QREF

180 ERT ttot_wl,rn( 'xt , rE)cc r )
190 ERT HOT_LOAD( 'Q" 'FI,P1_QUILL,,P) : ERT H0T_frCK('q"rqui11')
200 ERT HOT_LOAD('A"'FLPI--ABACUST ) : ERT H0T_fICK( rar, rabacus r )
210 ERTH0T-L0AD( r g r,' FLPLARCHIVE' ) : ERT HOT*PrCK(' r 

"' 
archive' )

220 ERT HOT-I0AD( t6t, tplp'l*FASEL') : ERT H0T-PrCK(rer,'easel')
230 ERT H0T-CI{D( rcr , rcharger)
240 ERT HoT_cMD( r ? r, *ed qfind( ' t 

) 
u&cHR$(192) &cHR$(192) )

250 ERT H0T_C}O('/' ,'ed qfind'&CHR$(10))
260 HOT_GO

On this system, I mainly use from floppy disk as and when
pointer environment, QPAC2, required I rarely use hotkeys
Menu Extension and Turbo as I can't remember which
Toolkit and Compiler: Other keys I programmed (age is the
programs are loaded ad*hoc excuse).
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F{appy A Year

PROGRAMMING
QD 98 e 4s.00

QD+QBasic fs9.00
QD + Qliberator + QBasic € 100.00

Qliberator € 50.00
Master Spy v 3.3 € 30.00
qPTR e 30.00
Easyptr pt 1 & 2 (together)€ 30.00
Easyptr pt 3 (C library) {.14.AA
r\t\r^|.^ r ttr nr\
Vlvlcll\C L I J.UIJ

QMon /JMon E 22.44
Basic Linlcer f 19.00
DrsA 3 g 31.00

QMenu t 14.00

tT! r l'\ 7,! a\./r x /I L,AL \J /

f.79.04
set 94 f. 29.00

Fountext 94 € 39.00

2488 drivers € 29.

Epson ESC/P2 drive
t 26.00

'lbxt 87 is the only QDOS
/ SMSQ worclprocc'ssor

capable of handliing the
full screen on tire Aurora

/QXLi QPC systems. New

drivers are currentlv

T'here is still a little Znd {Jser hardware here at a Branch
Towers so give us a eall if you are looking to upgrade.

Tlris corning year should prove interesting with a prornise of
a new IDg, hard disk controller and even an ethernet

paclege" These afe, at present/ just in the design stage but
the enthusiasne for ttrris and the GoldFine proiect is 6here.
Iffe atrso have seen the results of a new Text 87 laseriet
driver. This driver is very elose to release and cffers sGme
of the best results I have seen from Text 87 with added

support for background images" Watcla these pages for &

release date"

Frogram

We are currently out of stoclc o{ the SuperBasic Reference Manual
Flace your: ord'er now to get one as soon as it is repriltedr-

The SBASIC {,Syq*"IBASIC Refelqqgg.Yj,nyql I o^ufJ:gt
The complete definitive gr-ride to BRSIC programming in QDOS / SMSQ irrcluding I pageS t

three disks of PD toolkits, exanrple procedures and an electronic inder. I g +0.C0
compiled by Rich Mellor, Franz Hermann and PeterJaeger

+ postage

'Just Words' by GeoffWicks
THESAURUS, STYLE CHECK

e 10,00 ea I.ANY 2 PROGRAMS f 18.00 / ALL 3 PROCRAMS € 25,00
(l;.rcludes Pointer and non-pointer clriven versions)

( P.E. versions need Hot_rext, WMAN and PTR,GEN or SMSQ/E to run )

Upgracles l'rom previous versions | 2.50 + S.A.E. New Manuals I 1.50

QL2PC ,l

QL Rhymres
Rhyming Dictionary

^ 
4 h An+ Itt tttt& l- 1,,r.rt-t Ll

Convert text files from QL to PC forrnats_ .,ropOft 
t,

and much more ! ,"t^ IIfl$L 
ssYL 

fronly f 10.00 Norv 
with

Spelling Crib : PD program € 1.50 +SAE
or Free if you buy all three programs

r ltTrlt ltrrl r-/\I II II I I IF\
L,' I ILJ' I IIJ''

FiFi 2 € 18.00

QSup E 28.00

QSpread v3.00 t 48.00
/-..^^l=^ll 1 r- rE nn

Qload/Qref e 15.00
DiskMate5 C16.50
QPAC 1 L 20.00
qPAC 2 r 40.00

QTYP 2 f 30.00

QLQ e 2B"OO
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Tzl +4'4'(0) 1273-38(rtJ3tJ fax +44 (0) 1273-43A5Al

Xobile +44 (0) 7836-745501
.rrk rieb : lrl

20 LOCKS HI[.l, PORTSLADE,

E. SUSSEX. BN41 ZLB. Ui{.

ilch.cleinon.co.uk

New Fax Number A
Hardware

We have a srnall stock of second user items. Auroras
/ Qubides / Cold Cards / Qplanes / superHernes etc.

call us to get details of the items available. These
are going iast so call soon.

QXe II s sCICI.CI*

Recycled supertr-{ermes € 65.00 *

Recycled Gold Card € 50.00 "
Recycled Aurora fl 75"00 *

Qubicie € 55.00
Qplane € 25"CI0
Ai;rora cabies € 3.00
Aurora rom adaptor € 3"00
'Arfa Braquet' f 8"00
'Son of Braquet' f, -!8.00

The 'Braquet' € 15.00
MC plate [ 5.50

* when available"
14" and 15" monitors for the Aurora - Call.

Post
r--w&tq&wl
i Efff 

i

.l

Qubide upgrades to version 2.Sl € 8"0C

and Packing is included with Sofltwane Prices
We can accept payment by Visa, Mastercard and Switch. We alsa accept

cheques drawn on a UK Bank in Sterling.
Yau can also pay directly into aur bank in Euros.

Barclays Bank Acc# 79A16888 sort code :20-71-02 Name :Q*ranch)

FroWesS
ProWesS (now free I)

DATAdesign

Fontutils

File Search

PFlist

Dilwyn's Fontpack

LlNEdesign v 2.16
PWfile

€ 1.60

E 2A.AO

e 28.00

€ 11.00

I .1.1.00

t Cail

E 22.44
e 17.s0

Fanagreph
The ProWesS word processor

Demo version f 1.b0 + postage
Full Reeistered version f 18.00

a t\Q ovailable now :

ersion t"ur

^85^/Arl-f, lt /t t. { r rtJrvr)\{1D € 69"00
Gold Card / Atari / QXL Version Various Atari versions : call fcr details

QPC 2 v3 flull colour version! Upgrades fionr QPC 1 t 46.00 [terr,,^ 
-,

Upgrades from QPC 2 v] € 30.00 
'"' tnaster 

disk)
Upgrades from QPC ? v2 f.14.AA
If Bou.qhVupgraded after 1 5/10/01 € 5.00

€ 84.00 (€ 68.00 SMSryE Owners)
Special offer I

Cet Cueshell for only e 15.00 with any copy of SMSQIE

or QPC 2 upgrade !

Q Branch Prognams
The ltnight Safe 3

upgrades from previous versions

Q - Count
Pointer driven home accounti

f 3s.00
+ \ tltt

e 25.00

Q - Route vl.OBC f 25.00
Ror-rte fi nding programme

The Fractal Collection € 35.00
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Line 110 simply activates Tool-

ktI 2. TK2*EXT is the com-
mand to activate Toolkit 2 on
systems where the default is
'lbolkit 2 not activated', as on
the liump Card
Line 120 installs the Pointer
lnterface This is the part of the
pointer environment which
gives you access to the on-
screen pointer wilh mouse and
keyboard. My system has a

second hand QlMl mouse with
2 buttons (l think it is actually
an Atari mouse). The QlMl
should have a battery backup
for the QL clock acocording to
the person who sold it to me,

but I have never been able to
get it to work, possibly a faulty
battery perhaps? PTR*GtN
also saves and restores win-
dow contents with its exten-
ded console driver - you can
see this in action when using
CTRL C to gho from program
to program if you have more
than one program running.
Line 130 installs the Window
Manager I have never really un-
derstood enough about this,
but I gather it's essential for all

those pretty pointer environ-
ment program looks - the
standard headings, borders,
etc.
Line 140 gives me hotkeys. I

can set up keys which when
pressed with the ALT key will
load programs from disk, even
if I'm running anolher program
at the time
Line 150 installs the Jochen
Merz Menu Extensions. Ap-
parently it's possible to write
your own programs using ex-
tensions in this file, I only install
it to enable me to run some
programs which need these
extensions.
l-ine 160 installs the main
QPAC2 file QPAC2 is a term
referring to a big collection of
menus and utilities in the one
file called QPAC2.
Line 17O installs the Turbo
Toolkit I use the Turbo compi-

ler a lot, so this is quite useful
for me. ln order to use the
compilel I have to have this
little toolkit inslalled and it pro-

vides me with a lot of useful
little extensions to basic
Line 175 loads the Liberation
Software QLOAD and QSAVI
{fast load and save for basic)
extensions, along with the
QREF programming aids QRIF
is an extension which lists
nlm6c nf rrrrirhlac ucar] nrn-I tuttlLJ vt vut luutuJ wJvu, vtv

cedure names etc. [xtremely
useful if you write a lot of basic
programs like me
Line 180 is quite important for
me QPAC2 includes a collec-
tion of menus for file handling,
job control, channel listings etc
and most of these can be
accessed directly from some-
thing called the EXEC menu
Although the name implies its
a menu to execute programs
with, in fact what it does is to
bring up the QPAC2 menus
and a few other 'things' 

{pun
intended, QPAC2 is quite hot
on "things" even though I don't
really understand the principle)

So if luse ALT x a menu called
EXEC comes up on screen lf I

want to run the FIL[Smenu to
copy some files, I move the
poinler down to the FILIS
entry (or press F) and up
comes the files menu. lf I have
a lot of programs running and I

want to zap one of them, I do
the same but call up the RJOB
menu inslead. lf I want to jump

to a particular program without
having to CTRL C round the lot
of them, I call up the PICK
menu. Couldn't be simpler
It would be quite easy to set
up a similar hotkey to start the
frles menu directly if you like
ERT H0T-WAKt{'f','files') would
set up hotkey f to start the
Files menu Or if you are in the
habit of running many pro-
grams at the same time (why
else would some people have
2MB or 4MB memories I sup-
posel) you could use a similar

definition to set up a hotkey to
call the PICK menu to help you
choose one of the programs
running on your QL, a kind of
task switching faciliiy lnciden-
tally the HOT-WAKE extension
is one that calls up a program
or menu which has already
been installed in memory with
RESPR or LRESPR or the
equivalent HOT-RIS com-
mands. ln this case, the FILES,

FXIC and PICK menus have
been inslalled as part of the
QPAC2 file.

The next set of hotkeys have
been defined to load programs
from disk {or rne When I press
SHIFT AtT R, it calls up Archive
for me. I've used an upper
case definition here - you can
make separate entries for
upper and lower case keys. I

tend to use the convention
that upper case is for loading
programs, lower case for
picking prograrns I pick more
than I load, and so as I'm lazy I

made the most used one lower
case to avoid having to wear
out the shift key!
There is a command called
HOT-RIS which appears to do
the same thing, but has an
important difference. HOT-LOAD
executes a program directly
from disk. When you quit from
the program, you have to start
it from disk again. HOT-RES
puts a copy in memory and
executes it from there each
time. This means it never
leaves memory until you
switch off or reset the QL For
programs you use a lot {l tend
to use Quill more than any
other QL program I must admit
despite the efforts of some to
wean me off it!) HOT-RES can
be very useful if you have
plenty of free memory and
wish to avoid having to repea-
tedly change disks to load that
program.
I treat Quill as a special case
when it comes to HOT-LOAD
It has the pecuiliar habit of
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grabbing almost all free memo-
ry when it starts. [ven if you
only want to create a very
short 20KB document it might
grab over half a megabyte on
my Trump Card. QPAC2 has
the facility to tame this, by re-

serving memory before it can
get its hands on it. Adding a'P'
option to the HOT*LOAD com-
mand will take some memory
to one side reducing the
amount Ouill is nermitted tot*'

grab.
ERT HOT_LOAD ('0'
'FLPI-QUILL',P memory-value)
is a version which will hand
Quill a fixed, known amount of
memory e g it could be
allocated 12BKB. The value is
specified in kilobytes. I tend to
use the value-less option,
which asks for how much
memory each time That way if
I'm only going to write a short
letter I can offer it the default
of 32K8. lf I'm writing a lot of
text like this article I can give it
more memory 256K8 for
example Giving it slightly
higher values than it really
needs also helps prevent it

running short of memory and
slowing things down by writing
a DEF*TMP file to disk.
Lines 190 to 220 are com-
mands concerned wilh loading
or picking the Psion programs.
Line 230 is rather different. I

use lhe Turbo compiler and
that needs the command
CHARGE from basic to begin
compilation Very often I'm wri-
ting notes in Quill while pro-
gramming, so I switch between
Quill and basic. But it's useful
to be able to compile just with
an ALT c keypress whatever
I'm doing. ERT HOT-CMD sets
up a hotkey which first picks
basic then enters a basic
command. Obviously it only
works if the basic cursor is

flashing in channel 0's window
and basic can take input
Lines 240 and 250 are for use
with the QREF exlensions,
more specifically the QFIND
funclion which searches for
the line number containing the
name given. For example,
PRINT QFIND('x') tells you the
first line number at which the
variable 'x'is used When used
in conjunction with ED or tDlT
it greatly speeds up finding
and editing lines of basic. So
EDIT QFIND{'x') for example
would bring that line up for
immediate editing
? and I keys are on the same
keys, so since QFIND by itself
(no name to search for) jumps

to the next occurrence of the
last search, it makes sense
that EDIT QFIND can be used
repeatedly to bring up lines
referring to the given name So

I have arranged that SHIFT ALT
/ or ALT ? brings up the equi-
valent ol ED QFIND{"") with the
cursor cleverly positioned two
spaces from the end ready for
you to type in the name requi
red and press ENTIR, This is

achieved with,
244 tRT HOT*CMD{'?""ed
qfind(")" &CHR${192)
&cHR${1e2))
The pair of CHR${192)'s move
the cursor back from the end
of the line to the position
needed, for convenience.
250 tRT HOT-CMD{'l','ed
qfind' &CHR${10}}
Nole how CHR$(10) is used at
the end of this command to
simulate pressing ENTER lt
shows how even non-printable
characters can usefully be
used with hotkeys
Line 260 issues a HOT-GO
command, This 'wakes up' the
hotkey system lf your hotkeys
fail to work, this is probably
why
Conversely if you need to
LRESPR some more extension
files and attempting to LRESPR
them gives you 'in use' or
similar errors, it may be
because the hotkey syslem is

active. Stop it temporarily with
the HOT-STOP command
LRESPR should then work, and
afterwards you can restart it
with HOT-GO

Clocking on
David Denham

Of all the QL subjects discussed in QL Today
time and clocks rarely seem to be covered {aparl
from the millennium bug which seemed to pass
us by with rather less trouble than on SOME
computersli, so I'll remedy that subjecl myself.

SETTING AND ADJUSTING THE CLOCK
First of all, we'll check if our clocks are correct
and on time.

PRINT DATE$

That should print something like

20Al Sep 10 12,45,52

We'll assume that was wrong and this is how to
correct it,

SDATE 20A1, 70, 2L, t2, 30, 0

The SDATT command takes 6 parameters in the
order of yeal month, date, hours, minutes,
seconds. Just enter them all as numbers.

Want to know what day it is? PRINT DAY$ will tell
you After setting the date with the command
above, enter PRINT DAY$ should tell you it was a
Sunday
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Programmers may flnd it advantageous to have
the time returned as a floating point number ln

fact, the value returned by PRINT DATE is the
number of seconds elapsed since the first pos-
sible clock date When did time start as the QL
knows it {or rather the part inside the QL which
deals with time!)? liy PRINT DATE. lt may
surprise you to know how many seconds have
elapsed since then. OK, so the huge number of
seconds is meaningless. lf you supply DATE$
with a number of seconds, it will tell you the date
calculaied by adding that number of seconds to
tho firs,t nnssihlp d:tp Trv pRTrrrnnrpRln) Hnur

\"/ ''" 
!!

many Qlers had been born by then? Sadly, it

won't tell you that.

DATI can be useful for timing purposes, but
since rt only counts in whole seconds it is not
very accurate as a short period stopwatch.

100 LET start_time = DATE

110 INPUT rrPress ENTER ";z$
120 PRINT DATE-start*tine; rr seconds elapsed. rt

DAT[$ with one numeric parameter effectively
converts the date from numeric to string form.
So PRINT DATE$ and PRINT DATE${DATE) are
pretty similar {the only difference being that
PRINT DATE$(DATE) needs fractionally more time
to do the same thing

ADATT is a command to adjust the QL clock by a
given number of seconds So if your QL clock is

30 seconds slow you could move it forward with
ADATT 30 Similarly if it is fast, you can move it
back with ADATT *30.

Would you like lo know what day you were
born? Or how many seconds between given
dates? Here are some handy little tricks using
the QL clock commands and functions to
impress your friends,
Take my son's date of birth * 3rd January 1963
Store the present date in a variable to allow you
to restore it later set the clock value to his date
of birth then get the QL to calculate the day'

100 LET current-date - DATE

110 SDATE 7963,7,3,0,0,0
120 PR]NT DAY$

U0 SDATE 196L,!,1,0,0 : REMark zero the elock
140 ADATE current-date : RIMark nove forward to

today
150 PRINT DATE$ : REMark check it got it right!

Note that on some systems, this will only work
for dates after 1960. I don't fully understand why

but DAT[=0 means lst of January i961 and I

guess something odd is happening when the
clock seconds count goes below 0 as SDATE

1961,i,1,0,0,0 (zeroing the clock) wraps round to
the year 2091 on some versions of the operating
system.

tRefer back to tvlark Knight's arficles on the QL
clock systems for a possible explanation of
this, due to fhe use of sl'gned/lnsigned date
values. After 1961, on QPC2 anyway, the dafe
seems to wrap around to 2097 for 196O, 2096
far 1959, PRINT nATF(-il gives 2A97 Feb 06
06:28:L5 - editorl

To work out the number of seconds belween
two dates {and from that you can work out days,
months, e1c since there 86400 seconds per day
for example) you can use something like this,

100 CLS : current-date = DATE

110 SDATE 7963'I,3'0,0,0 : timel = DATE

120 SDATE 1963,12,37,23,59,59 : tine2=DATE

130 SDATE 7961'7'1101010 : ADATE current*date
135 PRINT ti:ne2-time1; I secondsr
14.0 PRINT DATE$

To find out when 1000 days from now will be, try,

PRINT DATE$ (DATE+( rOOOx6Ox 60x2/-))

That's based on adding the number of seconds
per hour times hours per day times 1000 days -
this can be useful where legalities give you so
many hundred days to do sornething for exam-
ple

Clocks
This is all well and good, but how do we actually
get the QL to print the time for us? The simplest
way is to put PRINT DATE$ into a loop like this,
which will print the current date in the top left of
screen window s1,

100 REPeat loop:AT 0,0:PRINT DATE$

To time how long you've been working you could
use a routine like,

100 start*time.DATE
110 REPeat loop:AT 0,0:PRINT DATE-start-time

Since the QL allows us to multi*task programs, a

clock is a good example of a program which
genuinely needs io run at the same time as
another program Provided the other program
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doesn't cover the whole screen to obscure the
clock, the time can be continuously displayed
alongside your main program And if you are
running SBASIC as opposed to SuperBASlC, you
could probably write a little time display routine in

another SBASIC to leave your main SBASIC free
to run BASIC programs, enter commands etc,
without having to compile your clock program or
write it in machine code, C etc.

Toolkit 2 fortunately provides us with a ready
made clock routine, To see it in action, make sure
Toolkit 2 is active on your system and enter the
command CLOCK, lt starts a 2 line digital clock
display in the top right of the u0 window when in
Monitor mode. lt's a simple little job which has
positioned its window there; bury it {CTRL C to
BASIC if using pointer environment for example)
and it disappears until you CTRL C back to the
clock again

To get rid of the clock, enter the command RJOB
'clock'. The word clock has to be in quotes or
you'll get a bad parameter error! Please noie that
the clock will not operate correctly in mode B

since the characters wiil be too large (CSIZE 2,0)
to allow the date string to fit into this size of
window

This command features a lot of optional little
extra features. For example, if you open a

SuperBASlC channel window at a position where
you prefer to have the clock, you can tell the
clock to run in that window,

0PEN #3,SCR-120x10a0x0
cr0cK #3

To get rid of this clock, simply close the channel,
in this case CLOST n3. The clock can run in B

colour mode if you take care over lhe window
size to allow for the character width. Don't issue
another CLOCK command without removing the
first one or you'll get 2 clocks running, possibly
on top of each other The QL might be
multi-tasking but there's no need to take it to ex-
tremes!

The clock window needs to be 120 pixels wide
and 10 pixels high minimum. lf you prefer: a 2 line
clock can be set up to run in a window 60 pixels
wide by 20 pixels high

For those lucky enough to have high resolution
displays on their system, you can position the
clock well out of the way of the normal BASIC
windows btr for example, placing the clock

window bottom left of an SVGA 800x600
screeil:

0PEN #3, SCR-120x10a0x590 : CLACK#3

This will keep a clock display going while you are
editing a BASIC program for example, but the
clock display disappears if you CTRL C to
another program.

Toolkit 2 provides some control over the format
of the clock if you provide a second parameter
after the channel number to specify what to print
This string can include text, names of days and
months and of course any of the 6 date numbers
(year, month, day, hour minute, seconds).

lf lhe string contains a dollar symbol, the clock
prints the first three letters of the day name if the
dollar is followed by d or D, or the first 3 letters of
the month name if followed by a m or M,

CLOCK #1, "Day is $d, Month is $m"

lncluding a percentage symbol lets you specify
the time digits to be printed The letters can be
upper or lower case.
Yoy includes the last 2 digits of the year number
7od includes the day of the month number
7oh includes the hour
?om includes the minutes
7os includes lhe seconds

The default is '$d 7od $m 7oh:70ffi:7os' which prints
time such as Sun 14 Oct i2,30,05

lf you just want the hours and minutes for a tiny
clock displaV usc:
cLOcK #7,,%h:%n,

Which will simply print 14'30 or whatever in a trny
window which should be 36 pixels wide and 10

high. Handy for creating small clocks about the
size of a QPAC2 button for example. Now there's
a thought, using some of the available toolkits, it
might be possible to write a program which runs
in the button frame to show the time constantlyl

Since the format of DATt$'s output is fixed, we
could extract the time information from it with
simple string slices and use those to create an
analogue clock if we prefer that to digital.

The listing is rather long since it contains routines
for smooth animation of the clock hands, lt draws
a clock face by putting 12 points at 360/12
degrees apart in the circle (stretching my
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schoolboy maths a bit to remember how 1o

calculate points in a circlel), then uses the same
sort of code to draw the hands of the clock.
Hands are erased when they move by using
OVER *1 to exclusive OR the original out. Line
460 even puts in a ticking noise every second.
You could even modify this listing to chime every
hour by checking if 'minute' and 'second' are
both zero and putting in a different beep 0r even
a short tune of beepsl lnclidentally, it should be
possible to simplify this listing by removing the
checks on prev-hour prev-minuie and
nrpu spr-nd end ir ist prasino end rpdraurino thp*" "-) ''""
hands each pass around the loop, but this
introduces some unpleasant screen flicker

The Listing

100 INK 7:PAPEB O:CLS : OVER -1 : CIRCTE #L,50,50,10
110 FOR hour = X T0 1-2

tzA P0INT #t, 5O+(gxSIN(IuD(hourx30) ) ), 5O+(sxCoS(RAD(hourx30) ) )
1j0 AND FOR hour
140 hour = 0 : minute = 0 : second = 0
150 prev-Jrour = hour : prev-minute = 0 : prev*second = 0
160 first-run = 1
170 REPeat anal-ogue_c1ock
180 RnMark draw hours hand
190 t$ = DATE$

200 :

27a hour = t$(13 T0 L1.)

220 IF prevSour < > hour TIIEN
230 REMark erase previous hour hand
240 IF first-run = 0 : LfNE 5A,50 T0 50+(/+*SlN(R0(prev-Jrourx30))),

50+ (4xc0s ( RAD (prev-Jrourx30 ) ) )
250 prev*-hour = hour
260 LINE 50,50 T0 50+(4.xSIN(MD(hourxJ0) ) ),lO+(4xC0S(RAD(hourx30) ) )
270 END IF
280 :

290 REMark draw minutes hand
300 minute = t$(16 T0 17)
370 IF prev_minute o minute TI{EN

320 REMark erase previous ninute hand
330 IF first-rur = 0 : LINE 50,50 T0 50+(?xslN(RAD(prev;rinutex6))),

50+ ( 7xC0S (RAD (prev-:ninutex6) ) )
3/+0 prev-minute = minute
350 LINE 50,50 T0 50+(7xSIN(RAD(minute*6))),50+(7xc0s(RAD(mlnutex6)))
36A END IF
370 ;

380 second = t$(f9 T0 20)
390 IF prev-second < > second THEN

4-00 REMark erase previous second hand
/rLA INK #l-,/'.
/r20 IF first_run = 0 : LINE 5a,50 T0 50+(6t(SlN(RAD(prev*secondx6))),

50+ ( 7xc0s ( RAD ( prev-secondx6 ) ) )
430 prev-seeond = $econd
44.A LINE 50,50 T0 50+(6i(SIN(MD(second*6) ) ),50+(7x00s(R]\D(second,(6) ))
450 rNK #1,2
46a BEEP 

'0,10 
: REMark tick

/+70 END IF
/r80 first-run = 0
/*90 nm REPeat analogue-clock
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RtrtrAP
SOFTWARE

A well esablished accounts package fur the small to
medium sized business, induding automatic
generation ofprofit & loss account, balance sheet, VAT
r€tunrs, report$ and analysis fior audit trails and
management decisions. Previously sold for over f 10O.*

Manage a payroll for a small to medium sized
business. Handles up to 99 empioyees easily,
producing P45s and P6Os as well as the payslips on a
monthly or weeldy basis. Calculates tax and national
insurance a:rd is easy to update to uke account of the
current tax year rules.

Q-Help: on-screetr help 6or Supet8ASIC comrn;rnds,
indudiag'IXa ftrbo Toolkiq SMSQ/E and PD toolkits.
Can be used to add hdp to your own programs -
simply produce ASCU text for each help pase, add an
index and Q-Help aummatically cross-refurences and
displays the links.
The PD toolkits reftrred to are available for f2.
Q-Index: The SuperBA.SIC index zupplied with the
Refu€nce Manual - enter a topic such as 'screea
resolution' and find out the commands whidr relate.
Iaun& Q-Help for further info an the chosen

Have you ever ried to write a pmgrarn, but beea lo$ as to
the means of periorming a c€rtsdn action? Thi* Reftreace
Manual provides you widr a full description and examples of
how to use aII of the keywords found on each of the
difierent QIs, plus SMSQ/e, Toolkit U and many difftrent
public domain toolkits. Details of any possible problems are
prwided, together with descriptions of how to use the
devie drivers and how to ensure that your progrtrms are
compatible across the range of QL plaftrms.
This book is ideal for ail QL users and is kept up to date with
regular updates.
Orders are currently being taken for the next print run of
this po.pular tome.
(Note: Pricre fur &e book does not hclude
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planets.

The ultimate database program - exaemely fast and flexible,
easy to use, updated to crpe with the lat€$t versions of the
QL operating sptern and still maintained. A report module is
induded o allow 1ou to fonnat oulput in any way induding
mail-merye. Unforrunately only available as an upgrade from
the original version (original still arrailable from Sector
Software).

Store your fanity tree fior posterit$ Add individuals
with dggils of .4eir parens and childrc!" watch all of A weahh of QL adventures - mainly text only.
those link build up into a formal family tree layout. Save the Gaia:ry ftom the ambifrons of ihe evil dictator
Texr files and pictures may also tle linked to Nemesis.
individtrals as well as notes-ald.events,,makiqg Qis Batde against werewolrres and dracula look-alikes on a
tJrc perfect way to pr€serv€ $e- hisory of 1rcur frmily- Hammer-Honorset in the mmical Hororday
QL v.erion now suppors Filelnfo IJ and p$enu as well thke the pan of a prawn with a hangover, iost in a strange
as allowing 1rcu to link bottr male and ftmale trees. land in dt; hilarioui prawD.
SampletreeoftheRoyalfamitysincelo66induded. Solve a bank-robbery by fighrilg the bad guys and
PC vension is eveot driven - enter the details as they collectins dre loot in rda-riine da i4lesr.
appear,F doctmene,arld^ it generates thp ry hom Batde co:untless dwarves in the atmospheric Losr Kirrgdom
these. QL data and GEDCOM can be nansfened to tlle ofZkul-
PC venion' Upgrade to latest PC version tv5.21) for f8 Retun to Eden is a massive advenrre over 3 disla with
Both programs easy to use and complete with a step by colourfi.rl graphics - control 3 draracters in $eir quesr ro
qqq tuPlial. find the rrlssiiu Prince.** QL USERS upgrade to PC version for €25 ONIY ** All six adventuim are arrailable togedrer fior only f25.

For ttrc gaming eathusiast - D-Day is a dassic table mp wargarue for one or
nvo players - you control either the Allies or the Axis forces during WWII.
With dre ability m define )our own ardry set ufls and a choice of 4 iiiftrent
scenarios, $is should keep pu entertained for a while.
Grey Wolf is a graphical simulation of a submarine - can you sir& *re enerny
shipping whilst avoiding &eir planes and destroyers??

Produce graphical represenetions of 3D objects - view
them as wireframe, hidd$ line and shaded.
krspective and magnification can be controlled aad
views can be saved to file for subsequent printins,
Multiple objects can be defined and positioned relative
to each other $imple to use yet produces e*celleat
resultr

l:l Kinsley, Pontefract, wesr yorkshire ' - -

-rd wF9 sJR ;;1+== -
TEt: A1977 614299 r-:+-'

r Also lrodr s TEding Affimrs

Cheques in fsterling
payable to'R.lvlellor'
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Gee Graphics! (on the 0L?)
Fl^-f OZrol L z()

H. L. Schaaf

100 R[Mark code5lbas
110 RflMark HL Schaaf Dec 2J, 2001
120 REMark to go with GG#26

130 REMark 0(n l') Delaunay triangulation algorithm
L4o :

150 REMark QL SBASIC adaptation of Code 5.I on page 187 in
160 REMark "Computational Geometry in C'r, 2nd edition,
170 REMark by Joseph OtRourke, 1998, Canbridge Univ. Press
180 REMark ISBN 0-521-6/+070*r, and 0-527-64976-5 (plrc.)
190 :

200 M0DE /t : IITV : CSIZE 0,0
210 wh = 202 : wu = /*/*B : REMark window height & wi-dth
224 vx - 32 : W = 12 : REMark offset of upper left
2J0 bw = 1 : REMark border width
240 graspix -- 476/645
250 IF VER$ = 'JSU| : graspix . 344/l4g
260 ws = wh-1 : REMark window vertical scale
270 REMark now find the graphic width
280 gw = (ww-/rxbw)/(wh-2xbw) x graspiy x (ws+1)
290 lilIND0l4I wwrwhrwxrwy : B0RDER bw ,4
300 SCALE ws,-gw/2,-wsl2 : PAPER 0:INK 7: CLS

3L0 :

320II=J:RANDOMISE42
330 REPeat Delaunay
3/r0 DIM P(N,3)
350FORi=1T0N
360 p(i,1)= (RND x (ewx.9)) - {s'ix.g)tz
370 P(i,z)= (nun x (wsx.9)) - (wsx.9)/2
380 P(i,J)= P(i,1) ^2 + P(i,2)^2
]90 END FOR i
/r00 show-points : start = DATE

41oFoRi.=1ToN
420 FoR j = i+1 To N

4a FoRk=i+1 ToN
lrlrA IF (i,,k) TIIEN

45A xn = (p(j,2)-p(i,2)1 x (r(k,3)-p(i,3))
/+60 xn = xn * (p(k,2)-p(i,2)) x (p(i ,3)_p(i,3))
47a yn = (P(k,1)-p(i,1)) x (pU,l)-p(i,3))
/,ao yn = J/'n - (p(j,1)-p(i,1)) x (p(k,3)-p(i,3))
490 zn . (p( j,1)-p( i,1) ) x (p(k ,2)-p(i,2))
,00 zn = zn _ (p(k,1)_p(i,1)) * {p(j,2)_p(i,2))
570 flag = (zn < 0)
,20 IF flag THEN

530 FORm=1T0N
540 IF {m<,i) AND (m.,j) AND (m<,k) THEN

55A test = (P(m,1)-P(i,1))xxn
560 test = test + (p(m,e)-p(i,2))xyn
5Ta test = test + (p(n,3)*p(i,3))xzn
580 flag = flag AND (test < = 0)
590 END IF
600 END FOR m

6TA END IF
620 IF flag THEN

630 show-triangle i,j,k
640 show-points

"Con necti ng the dots"....
That's what my wife explained
to a friend who asked what I

was doing on my QL. I've been
diverted again, this time to
ideas such as Dirichlet tessel-
lations involving Voronoi dia-
grams and Delaunay triangles
on the 2D plane.
Rene Descartes was probably
using the diagrams in the early
1600's Peter Gustav Leleune
l-\;.;^hl^+ J^^ ^.it ^ J +t-^
L-lil rur ilut ugSut tuuu il tu uut t-
cepts in a 1850 publication so
his name was connected. ln

1908 ihe Ukranian mathemati-
cian Georges Voronoi pu-

blished seminal papers that
caused his name to be connec-
ted with the ideas Theissen
used the ideas in geographical
ways in 1911, so his name is

also connected. Delaunay de-
dicated his 1934 paper to
Voronoi, and thenceforth the
name Delaunay was connected
with the triangles.
One way to think of rt is to have
a number of sites such as Post
Offices located on a map of a
country [ach Post Office site
is a Delaunay point Anyone in

that country has a nearest Post
Office site. Each site thus has
a service region surrounding it.

The shape of the region is
known as the Voronoi polygon
The boundaries between re-
gions are Voronoi edges.
Where three Voronoi edges
meet is a Voronoi point.
lf I understand it (?) each Voro-
noi point is the center of a
circle through 3 Post Office
sites, and that circle is the cir-
cumscribing circle of a triangle
having those 3 sites as ver-
tices and known as a Delaunay
triangle, Furthermore all the
sites iDelaunay points) can be
connected by an unique nel-
work of Delaunay triangles
with no triangle edges cros-
sing Furthermore the Delau-
nay triangulations includes the
convex hull of all the Delaunay
points, and also includes the
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Gabriel graph, which includes
the Minimal Spanning Tree. I

see that a whole series of Gee
Graphics articles could be used
to cover each of these topics.
For the moment let's just see
what a Delaunay triangulation
looks like. I've adapted an
algorithm from O'Rourke's
bookx that he describes as
brutally slow, but with amazing-
ly concise code
lf you run the listing
'code51-bas' you will get an
ldea of what a Delaunay
triangulation of points looks
like. lt starts off with 3 points
chosen at random. The next
cycle will be 4 random points,
then 5, ihen 6, etc Sixteen
points takes about 24 seconds
on my QL with Gold Card and
SMSQIE How long does it
lake on your QL system?
Next time I hope to have
figured out a way using the QL
to show the Voronoi diagram
that goes with a Delaunay
triangulation.
Dilwyn Jones has kindly
offered to put the Gee Graphic
listings on his website for
download, so I shall try to
collect them and have a brief
'readme-txt' file that explains
them, then offer them to
Dilwyn.
* see listing 'codeSl*bas' for
details about book.
The code willsoon be available
on the QL Today Website,

END IF
END IF

END FOR K

END rOR j
END FOR i
PRINT #0;N!'points' !DATE-start! rsecondst ;
PRINT #01", touch ESC key to exitr';
PRINT #0;", any other key for rrl(t'l + :.);r points'
IF INffiY$(-1) = CHR$(27) : EXIT Delaunay
N=N+1:CLS
END REPeat Delaunay

DEFine PR00edure show-triangle(arb, c)
L0Ca1 i
P0INT P(a,1) ,P(a,Z)
FORi=brcra
IINE To P(i,1),P(i,2)

END FOR i
END DEFine show-triangle

DEFine PR00edure show_points
TOl1al i iq

FORi=1T0N
crRcrE P(i, 1),P{i,2),ws/24
cuRSOR P(1,1),p(i,2),-3x(r+(i nrv ro)),-4
PRINT i

END FOR i
END DEFine show*points

REMark end of listing tcode5lbast

6ra
66a
670
580
690
700
710
724
n2n

740
754
76A
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
9An

87A

BBO

890
900
910
924
930
940

TurboPTR and QMenu
George Gwilt

A recent update to TurboPTR did two things. First
it rendered it free of TK2 This was done be-
cause it seems that some emulations of QDOS
do not automatically include TK2 so the new ver-
sion of TurboPTR should be suitable in these
CASES.

The second thing the update did was to include
in the Examples, which are designed to show
how TurboPTR can be used, EX5a*BAS and its
compiled version EX5a-TASK. This new example

shows how QMenu can be incorporated if it is
resident.
At this point, in case any reader is unfamiliar with
QMenu, I should give some explanation. I was
goaded into examining QMenu by the suggeslion
from John Sadler that I should include in Turbo-
PTR an easy method of dealing with files. More
specifically a method is needed of looking
through directories to identify files Anyone who
uses QD will be familiar with the elaborale win-
dow that appears if a request to load or save a

file is made. lt must have slruck those who also
use MenuConfig that the same system for iden-
tifying files appears in that program too. But it
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was when I noticed that MicToEMACS also uses
the same system that the penny dropped
LRESPRing MENU-REXI which is necessary for
both QD and MenuCon{ig, produces something
that is used also by MicToEMACS (v4.00 anyway).
Surely then TurboPTR can get in on the act!
Well, MocrotMACS, written in C, accesses the
routines it wants in a quasi assembler way So
how can that heip TurboPTR, written in S*BASIC?
lnvestigatton showed thal MINU-RIXT does lwo
main things. First it sets up two Extension Things,
'Menus" and 'Scrap fxtensions', which contain
ffr3n\/ tccamhlor crthrnr rlinoc r,vhir-h :ro rrrrilehla,ttut ty uJJUrrtvrwt JuutvutI tuJ vYl ilvt I utu uvuiluutu

for use. Second, it loads several keywords, which
are available for use by an S*BASIC programmel
and so also to anyone using TurboPTR. My
investigation would have been easier if I had
asked Jochen Merz for information before rather
than after discovering the assembler subroutines
and the keywords. But I think you learn more by
searching on your own and trying out things for
yourself than by simply reading a manual.

About QMenu
Some of the keywords added by MENU-REXT
concerning files and which are available to
programmerS 0r€:

Kevword rnlproc 
3i"$"iilFl3"r-r

CHAR-,SEI,ECT$
DIR-SELECT$
EXT-SEI,ECT$
FIT.r'-ERIt0n
FIT.FIqEI-ECT$
GST_JEFAULT$
lTEI,I_SSI,ECT
LIST.,SELECT
READ_STRlNG$
RNPORT_NRROR

SET_JEFAULT
VIELI-FItE

fn
fn
fn
fn
fn
fn
fn
fn
fn
proc
proc
proc

Anyone who has MENU-REXT loaded can try
these out straight away by PRlNTing the
functions and simply typing the procedures.
Several of these will produce a window from
which you may be able to escape easily or not
Others might respond'faulty parameter' ln gene-
ral though you will see first that "FIL[-S[LECT$'
produces the familiar window allowing you to
search for a file You should also notice that a
number of other functions produce windows
which may look familiar too
Since these keywords are intended to function
with the Pointer Environment, it is necessary for
their proper operation to call them from a

managed window Anyone who has TurboPTR

should have LRESPRd TPTR-EXT in which case
typing BOUTL will cause the window to be
managed. Now the keywords that behaved oddly
before should be better behaved But it would be
advisable to have a look at the brief description
in Table 1 below before trying again

To give the flavour of the possibilities, however I'll

describe FlLt-StLECT$ here

The syntax is,

FrLE*SELECT$ ( [tit1e], ffilenane],
[directory], [ext], llinesl: [x-pos], [y_pos],
lco11l, [co12] )

title appears as the heading for
the window

filenane is the suggested Filename
direetory is the directory to be used
ext is the extension to be used
lines governs the vertieal size:

0 = naximum
1=justarequest
)1 = number of lines - 1

rlpos for most ke)Mords the horizontal
winilow posi-tion but seens to
have no effect for FIIEJqELECT$

y_pos the vertical window position
col1 mai-n window colour
co12 list colour

Colours are numbers from 0 to 3.

Ink Paper Border Title paper

Number 0 Black White Green Green/lhite
1 White Blaek Red Red/B1ack
2 Black White Red Red/lJhite
J White Black Green Green/B1ack

lf coll is given as -1, the colour set to item 64 is
used. (See Get-Default$)
lf co12 is given as -1, or is omitted, the colour
used for coll is used for col2 as well

All the parameters within '[ ]" are optional and
final commas are not needed.

As an example

PRINT FIT,F-SSIfiCT$ (,, "winl-miscr )

will set FILE-SELECT$ to display the files in the
directory 'winl-misc-" Note that the final under-
score, '- ", need not be given in the parameter

Technically, FlLt-StLtCT$ is a {unction returning
a stnng lndeed, pressing F3 and typing a sling of
characters will cause that string to be returned.
However F|L[-S[LICT$ can do much more than
that. Before aclually returning a frlename, you can
search through hard disks, floppies, raml to ram8

*
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etc. You can even look at files (binary or text) by
setting 'view" and left clicking on the filename
You can display all files in the given directory and
all its subdirectories by setting "tree" This is of
course most useful lf the extension is set so that
only a subset of files is displayed This provides a

method of searching through a directory for all

files ending with, say -ASM.
The complexity of QMenu is such that I would
not want to produce a parallel system to use in

QMenu's absence Hence EX5a an TurobPTR
shows a simple requesl for a filname if QMenu
nen't ho r rcod ir rci :c ftrlir-rnFh/ACq dnocvur i ( uv uJvvr lvJr

ls QMenuThere or Not?
Since QMenu is a commercial product, only those
users who have bought it can use il. Thus any
non commercial programs written using Turbo-
FTR should emulate MicrotMACS and contain a
test of QMenu's presence and use an alternative
"files'procedure in its absence I'll now show how
this can be done in a program intended to be
compiled by Turbo
The first task is to test whether QMenu is loaded
or not. This can done by using Turbo Toolkit's
BASIC-|NDEXYo, which gives a negative answer if
the keyword is not there and the position in the
Name List otherwise. Thus,

1OOO NUrN = BASIC_INDEX%( NFIT.E_SELECT$N)

1010 IF nun < 0
1020 a$ = Get-Fnarne$: REMark Function to use if

QMenu absent

will show the presence or absence of
FILE_STLTCT$

The program would continue'

1OJO EISE
10/+0 a$ = FllE*Snf,fCf6('tnput Filenamet',

tt f1p1-testtt, tt f1p1tt )

1O'O END IF

lf run, a program containing this snippet should
work whether or not QMenu is loaded. However
if the program is compiled by Turbo, it will not
work if QMenu is not loaded at run-time, thus
rendering null and void the object of the exercise,
which was to provide a program which operates
in QMenu's absence.

What went wrong? When a program is compiled,
Turbo keeps a note of all keywords appearing in

the program and stores these. When the
program runs, a check is made that these stored
keywords are in fact loaded Thus running the

compiled program in the absence of QMenu
results in the error message

FILE-SELECT$ not loaded.

A method of solving this problem is based on
Turbo TK Code's function TURBO-V which re-
turns an absolute address in a compiled pro-
gram's Vector Table.

This Vector Table contains one long word for
every variable name used in a program. For
names which are keywords, the entry rs the
absolule address of the keyword's code. Turbo
arranges that when the keyword is used in a

program, a branch will be made to its address
Thus the entry in the Vector Table {or DATE$ will
be its address. lf we were to alter the entry in the
Vector Table for DATE$ to the address of
another machine code routine, then whenever
DAT[$ was used in the program the other routine
would be used insiead.
This simple, but effective, method, allows us to
use any routrne even though its name does not
explicilty appear in the program as a function or
procedure.
To make this work in our program we need to
know the address of FILE*SILECT$. This is

recorded in the second long word of its entry in

the Name Table For each name in the Name List
there is a corresponding entry in the Name Table,

We know the entry number for FILE-SILICT$ lt
is "num', found in line 1000 of our program. Since
the first entry has number 0, the second 1 and so
on, the number of FILE*SILECT$'s entry is num
+ 1 To find the machine code's address all we do
is to add
(numxB) *+
to the address of the start of the Name Table.

This address could be found by using Turbo
Toolkit's BASIC-POINTER function Thus

BAsrO_P0TNTER(2/-)

gives the address we want. lt is the address
stored in the long word at byte 24 of the Basic
variables.

There is one slight snag, however At any time,
between any two instructions, Basic may move.
The absolute address of the Name Table will alter
if a move happens So, if a move takes place
after using BASIC-POINTER to find the Name
Table's address and before using that address to
discover the machine code address we want, we
are in deep trouble and heading for a crash A
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partial solution to this is to check that the
address of the Name Table is the same before
and after the operation lf it isn't, we simply repeat
the operation. This ensures that the only way we
could get a false address for the machine code is

if Basic moves afler the f irst use of
BASIC*POINTER and moves back to its old
position before the the second use of
BASIC-POINTFR but afier determining the
machine code address The chance of this is
prelty small and can probably be ignored
However it is not foolprool so a new keyword
has been devised which will be added either to
TPTR-EXT or to Turbo Toolkit. The keyword is

BASIC_ADR.

aasrc-RnR(num)

returns the machine code address of the key-
word whose index number is num. lf num is not a

valid index into the name table, pointing outside
its valid range, or if the name is not a machine
code function or machine code procedure,
BASIC-ADR returns zero

Thus the program becomes'

1000 ads = sAsrc_iDn(aAsrc_INDEXT ( "FirE_SELECT$, ) )
1010 IF ads = 0

IA2A a$ = Get-Iname$
1030 EISE

1040 Pom_I TUR50_V(DATE$),ads
1050 a$ = DATE$("Input Filename'tr[flpltesttr, ilf1p1x)

1060 END IF

We have to be careful about which keyword we
substitute for FILE-SELECT$ lt must be a

keyword of the same general type The four
types sr€: pr'ocedures and the three types of
functions relurning iniegers, floating point
numbers and strings Also, certain keywords are
specially dealt with by Turbo Some of these will
have a zero address in the Vector Table. Others
will have a well defined parameter list which is

checked by lurbo. This elrminates several
candidates for the substitution bul many remain
To be on the safe side it is suggested that the
choice be restricted to the following four suitable
keywords

For procedures
integer funetions
floating point functions -
string functions

ADATE

BASlC*B%
DATN

DATE$

lf a keyword used as a substitute is required to
be used in tts own right in the program, its
address from the Vector Table must be restored
before its use, Otherwise a program could make
the substitution once only at the start

Odd Happenings Explained Away
This section could be useful to those who have
tried out what has been described and who have
found that some frustratingly peculiar things have
happened For me at any rate this tends to be
the normal case when I try a new system for the
first time
Only two things are mentioned here All other
odd happenings have probably sprung from
misuse of the system or careless(?) reading of its
description

L The program compiles but stops with the
message that there is an invalid parameter at
line 1050.

This could be because in line 1040 DAT[$ has
been mispelt For example if DATE$ were typed
in as DSTE$, S*BASIC would set DSTE$ as a

name in the Name List so ihai "ads", the address
of FILE*SILECT$, would be POKEd into the
space allocated in Turbo's Vector Table for the
spurious DST[$ instead of into the desired
location, the space for DAT[$. The program
would thus treat DATE$ as DATE$ and not as
FILF-SELECT$, with the resultant 'invalid

parameter" error

Solutions: Type the name correctly. Alternatively
type in the parameter for TURBO-V in quotes
By doing this, misprints will be picked up at
compile time, since the presence of quotes will
prevent the misprinted item being put into the
Name List This in turn will prevent Turbo
allocating space in the Vector Table for the item
That is unless the misprint is in fact a variable
used in the program! Barring such mischances,
Parser-lask will signal an error at the line where
TURBO-V appears, because it needs an entry in

the Vector Table to have been allocated to
process that functron.

2. The program stops at line 1050 with "out of
range" error.

This could be because the title given to
FILE-SILICT$ will not fit into the space
available, This is a very unlikely error Also the
minimum size of window which will accommodate
FILE*SILECT$ is 444 pixels by 98 so smaller
windows will cause trouble.

Solulion: Obvious! Well all right - restrict the title
to a reasonable length and see that the pro-
gram's main window is no smaller than the mini-
mum.
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Table 1 - Brief Description of QMenu Extensions

QMenu is a comprehensive system with many options This list of some of the facilities of some of the
extension keywords should give an idea of what is available and enable TurboPTR programmer's to
use these in their own programs.

ln all the functions and procedures the parameters:

title
x Dos
y_pos
co11
co12
lines

have the same meaning when they appear See F|L[*SEL[CT$ above

CHAR-SEIECT$( [title], [range], , [font], [x-pos], [y-pos], [eo11], [co]21 )

Returns a eharacter from the range displayed.

range= 0 allcharaeters
1 non printable
2 digits
/, lower case characters
B upper case characters
16 remaining prlntable characters
6/r cursor control characters

A conbination of ranges may be given as a parameter
Thus 12 -> characters of both cases

font = the acldress of a font

DIR-SELECT$( [title] , [1ines]: [x*pos], [y_pos], [col1], [co12], [dir]
Returns a clirectory

dir = direetory first used

EXT-SELECT$( [x*pos], [y-pos], [co11] )

Returns an extension

FILE-JRR0R(err--num, [opt], [x*pos], [y-pos], [co11] )

Returns -1 err*nun not applicable
0 ESC or Abort
1 Retry
2 Overwrite
3 Edit

err-nun is the error number (eg *6)

FILE*SELECT$ - see above

GET-DEFAULT$( item)

Returns the default for item"
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itern 0 to 7 default extensions
32 to 39 default directories
64 to 66 eolour conbinations

The eolour eombinations are those indicated in the description of FIrn SELECT$

above.

Iten number 64 is for the main window
65 i.s for the list window
66 is for the button

ITEM-SELECT( [title], [prompt], ch1$, [eh2$], [ch3$] r [x-pos], [y-pos], [co11] )

Returns 0 if ESC is pressed
1 if eh1$ i-s pressecl

i ti:ffi$ i: il::::$
ch1$ to ch3$ are the choices available

LIST-SELECT( [tit1e],1st$, , flgs, [lines], [cols], [r-pos], [y-pos], [co11], [co12] )

Returns the nunber of the i-ten selected (0, 1, 2 etc) or
-1 for ESC and -2 for OK

1st$ is a string array containing the ltems
flgs = 1 for underscore the 1st character of each item

4 for set an underscored 0, 1 etc in fromt of each itern
16 eentres the itens (may be used with t or 4)

Notes:
1. The empty item between illst$" and t'flg$rt adds further complexity and is not described here.
2. Since LIST-SELECT requires an array to be passed as a paraneter, it cannot be compiled by
Turbo.

READ*STRING$( [tltle], [prompt], [default], [fg] r [x-pos_1, [y-pos], [co11l )

Returns the edited ndefaultx

default is the string presented for editing
1g is the maximum length of string

REPORT_ERROR err_num, [x*pos], [y_pos], [eo11]

This procedure reports the error "er_num" and waits until
an appropriate key (eg ESC or ENTER or mouse click) before
disappearing.

SET-TEFAULT item,def$

This procedure sets the default for I'itemtr to rtdef$r'.

See GET-DEFAULT$ for item vafues"

VIEId-FILE filenamer r r, [co11], [co12]

This procedure displays the file rrfilenane".
The mi-ssing paraneters are not described here.
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Which Machine arn I

running on?
by Dilwyn Jones and hllarcel Kilgus

An interesting problem which faces QL program-
mers now is testing to see which of the multitude
of Ql-Compatibles the program is actually run-
ning on. To facilitate this, a largely undocumented
system variable has been added and SBASIC for
example has inbuill BASIC keywords to test and
return vaiues associated with this. ln generai,
software would of course run on any machine
type, but it is possible that assembler program-
mers may wish to identify the machine or
processor type to build time-critical loops, or to
take advantage of facilities available on more
recent machines by introducing two routines, one
to take advantage of the new faciiites to speed
up or otherwise improve the program, the other
a more general set of code to work on all

machines.

The new system variable sys-piyp at offset
$ar (decimal 161) contains a byte holding values
which identify the type of processor and if any
floating point unit is available.

The top 4 bits {high nibble, or bits 4-7) identify
the processor type:

HEX DECIMAT
0x 0+
1x 76+
2x 32+
3x 4a+
4x 6/*+
6x 96+

PROCESSOR TYPE
68000 or 68008
68010
68020
68c,A
68A40
68060

}IEX
n

1
2
lr
a

The bottom 4 bits {lower nibble, or bits 0-3)
contains information about any floating point unit
available. lt takes the form'

DECIMAL FPU DETAILS
0 No FPU available
1 Internal MMU

2 688'1 MMU

/, internal FPU
a Aaaal na Aaaa,) E'DTTU VUUUI VI VUUU' I I U

The new system variable at gaz (decimal 167)

contains a byte holding information about the
machine type Bit 0 indicates if a Hermes or Blit-
ter chip is installed (depending on machine), bits 1

to 4 indicate the machine or emulator type, while
bits 5 to 7 indicate the display type as shown in

Marcel's list below

sys-rntyp equ

sys.mtyp equ

;bit0
sys"blit equ
sys.henn equ

;bits 7 to 4. ".sys.mst equ
sys.nstr equ
sys.nsta equ
sys.mste equ
sys.nmste equ
sys.mgold equ
sys.nsgld equ
sys.mfal equ
sYs. mq/t0 equ
sys "urtt equ
sys.mqxl equ
sys. rnqpc equ

;bits 5 to 7.".
sys.nfut equ
sys.mnon equ
sys.mext equ
sys.mvme equ
sys"mqle equ
sys. rnvga equ
sys"maur equ

$00a7 byte
I{EX DECIMAL

$1e 30

+1
+1

$00 o
$02 2
$04 lr

$06 6
$08 I
$0a 10
$Oc L2
$10 16
$11 17
$18 24
$1c 28
$1e 3a

%00000000 (dec"
%00100000 (dec.
%01000000 (dec.
%10000000 (dec"
%11000000 (dee.
%11000000 (dec.
%101-00000 (dec.

Machine type / display type

machine ID in these bits

Blitter fitted
Hermes fltted

ordinary ST
Mega ST or ST with RTC
Stacy
ordinary STE
Mega STE
Gold Card
Super Gold Card
Falcon
Q/'0
TT O3O

QXT

QPC

+0) Standard QL or Futura type of display
+32) Monochrome monitor
+64) Atari Extended 4 Ernulator
+12S) Atari QVME emulator
+L92) QL mode LCD
+L92) vGA
+160) Aurora
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Are you waiting for.."
,,, an all new QL?
,." superscalar 68A60 power at up to 80 Mtlz?
""" integration fnsfead of tinkering with many add-ons?
.". more than 650A0 colours at high resolutions?
,,, speed and new features without lasing QL compatibility?
.." sarnpled stereo sound for ODOS and SMSQ/E?

".. improved peripherafs?
,", full control over your system by open hardware docs?
."" boating yoar favourife OS from ROM in a few seconds?
... €t real 6806A QL instead of emulators?
,.. ODOS Classrc and SMSQ/E with up to 160 BogoMlFS?
... even 68k Linux loading from QOOS or S&f,Sg/E?
"". the fasfesf QL ever?

fVo more waiting"
The new Q60 fias arrived!

Take the power back in your hands"

Available fram D & D Systems, P.O. Bax 5813, Ripley, Derbyshire, England DEs gZR
Tel: +44 P)|773-74017A, FAX: +44 (0)1773-748399, Email: sales@:q4Q.de

More intormation abaut the Q4Ai and Q6A at the official Website: http//www.q40.de, Email: info@a40.de
The Q40irs a/so available. lt affers similar features like the Q60 at lower cost, using a 4A MHz 68A40 CPU"
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To locate these system variables from assemblet ensure you call sms.info (trap ug, d0=$00, system
variables address reiurned in a0) then add the offsets mentioned to the base address and analyse the
values at those locations From BASIC, use any of the commonly avaiiable toolkit extensions to locate
the system variables, for example, on Minerva or SMSQF you can use the VER${*2) function to return
the base address of the system variables

Examples

This little BASIC program will list the in{ormation it can extract, somewhat along the lines of the
equivaleni SBASIC extensions IVACHINE, PROCTSSOR and DISP*TYPI in SMSQII

100 sv = 163840 : REMark fixed location on ori"gi-na1 QL
110 t$ = Vnn$ : REMark eheek versir:n of BASIC
120 IF t$ = t3t511t On t$ = 'HBAI THEN

130 REMark Minerva or SBASIC, supports verg(-2)
L40 sv = vER$(-2)
150 END IF
160 processor-type = pfsf(sv+f51)
170 REMark separate processor and FPU type
180 fpu_type = processor_type && 1l
190 processor_type = proeessor_type DIV 16
200 maehine*type = PEEK(sv+16?)
210 REMark nask out machine*type into the machine and display components
220 display*type = machine-type DIV 32
230 nachine-type = machine*type && 31
240 PRINTVrProcessor Type: r';
250 SELect 0N processor*type
260 =0 : PRINT"68000 or 68008"
270 =1 : PRINTii68010 (possibly QPC) "280 =2 : PRfNT"68020"
290 =l : PRINTT'68030il

300 =4 : PRINT"680I+0"
1.00 =J : PRINT"Someone must have made a 68050 unit!"
410 =6 : PRrNT',68060n
/+20 =REMAINDER:PRIMI'rUnknownt'
/*30 END SEtect
410 IF fpu-tfpe ) 0 THEN PRINT\nFPU availablett
450 PRIM\"Disp1ay type:r'1
/160 SELect ON disptay_type
470 =0 : PRINT''QL style displayil
/rB0 =1 : PRlNT'rMonochrone displayrt
490 =2 : PRINT"Atari Extended Mode 4"
5OA =4 : PRfNT"Atari QWE display"
5!0 =J : PRINTtrAurora display'r
520 =6 : PRINTTQL Mode LCD{
fiA =7 : PRfNTTTVGA displays"
5/*0 =REI4AIMER : PRlNTilUnknown"
550 END SEleet
560 PRINTlrMachine Type:"1
570 SELect 0N machine*type
580 =0,1
580 =2'3
590 =4,5
600 =6,7

PRfNTrUnknown, probably a standard QLtt
PRINT'rMega ST or ST with BTCrr
PRINT?rStacyrl
PRINTrrAtari STEtr

610 =8,9 : PRfNT"Atari Mega STEn
620 =10r11: PRINTilGoId Card"
630 =I2t73: PRINT'rSuper Gold Card"
640 =L6,77: PRrNT'rFalcont'
650 =L7,18: PRINT"Q4O"
660 =24,25: PRINTilAtari TT 030"
67A =28,29: PRINTilQIILil
680 =)0,jL: PRfNTTQPC"
690 =REMAIMER : PRfNT"Unknown't
700 END SElect
710 IF maehine-type && 1 : PRfNT"Hernes or Blitter installed'r
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Or if you prefer a set of functions to return the hardware details, try lhese,

1000 DEFine FuNction S-V
1010 LOCaI t$
1020 t$ = vER$
7030 IF t$ = 'JSLI! 0R t$ = 'HBA' TI{EN

101.0 RETurn VER$(-2)
1O5O ELSE
1060 RETurn L63840 : REMark QD0S Qf fixed loeation
1O7O END IF
1080 END DEFlne S-V
1090 :

1l-00 DEFine Functi-on MACHINE-TYPE
1110 L0Ca1 mt
It20 mt = PEEK(S_V+167)
i{an Dnr.--- /*r oo aa\!L)U ro r Ufrl \ rtr r, 0c0( J f,,,

1140 END DEF1NC MACHINE-TYPE
7750 :

1160 DEFine FuNction DISPLAY-TYPE
LL70 LOCaI mt
1180 nt = pEEK(S_V+167) && (QA+61+32)
1190 RETurn (nt DIV 32)
1200 END DEFine DISPTAY*TYPE
1270 :

1220 DEFine FWction PROCESSOLTT"E
123O L0Ca1 pt
!240 pt = PEEK(S_V+161)
1250 RETurn (pt DIV 16)
1260 END DEFine PR0CESS0R-TYPE
1270 :

1280 DEFine FuNction DISPLAY-TYPE
7290 L0Ca1 pt
1100 pt = PEEK(S_V+161)
73]-:0 RETurn (pt && 15)
l-320 END DEFi-ne DISPLAY-TYPE
1330 z

13l+0 DEFine FuNction IIERMES-0R*BLITTER
735A L0Ca1 mt
1360 mt = PEEK(S_V+167)
t370 RETurn (mt && 1)
1380 END DEFine HERIffiS-0R-BIITTER

v2.0?
How Good ls Ql-Rhymes

by Al Boehm

Occasionally I write songs. I even sold one or
two which by a loose interpretation makes me a

proiessional song writer Now us professional
song crafters are always looking for good tools
so ljumped at the chance to review Ql-Rhymes
Ql-Rhymes is a rhyming dictionary set up to help
those who are searching for words that rhyme.
Right up front I will say that Ql-Rhymes does this
task admirably and I highly recommend it if you
have any need at all for rhyming

Capability
The most important criterion of any tool is its
ability to do the job, A rhyming dictionary must
be able to come up with a lot of rhymes Since

these rhymes are mainly used to assisl in the
creation of poems, the dictionary must be easy
to use. lt must assist and not slow down the
creative thinking of the poet

For many years, I have used Kevin M. Mitchel's

{1996): Essential Songwriter's Rhyming Dictio-
nary, Alfred Publishing Co. Los Angeles, CA lt is
a good rhyming dictionary but suffers the defect
of all paper dictionaries - you have to spend time
looking up the word. While I am thinking about
the alphabetizlng, I loose my train of thought

With Ql-Rhymes I lust type in a word, and it
quickly and without any thinking on my part
displays a whole set of potential rhymes lt is

effective. But does the dictionary have enough
rhymes? To check this I compared Ql-Rhymes
against Mitchel's Dictionary by selecting a few
random words and seeing how many rhymes,
including the original word, showed up
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The result is pretty impressive,
Random words

hole room silk time thunder
Ql-Rhymes /,3 ,2 4 43 B

Mitchel 28 74 4 74 5

Aside from words that have a phonetic rhyme,

Ql-Rhymes also can list words that have lhe
same spelling ending This feature greatly
expands the number of words you may select
from. Of course, some words end the same but
do not sound the same at all. ln short, QL-
Rhyrnes is a top-notch rhyming dictionary.

Program Aspects
Ql-Rhymes requires the Pointer Environment and
Toolkit 2 Alihough the program is only 52k in

size, at least 76BK of ram (Trump Card or beiter)
is needed for the data base While the Pointer
fnvironment is required, it is not supplied with the
Ql-Rhymes disk. lt is Q-Liberated and has the
Q-Liberator extensions embedded in the pro-
gram, that is, a separate load of extensions is not
required Also two of Simon Goodwin's DIY rou-
tines are built into the program as well as some
of Albin Hessler's TASYPTR routines.
The program window is fixed to fit within the
standard QL size - 512 by 256 pixels - which is

fine for the intended purpose. lt can be moved lo
other locations on the screen. The program can
be put to sleep as a button Up to 24 words are
viewable at one tlme.
Rollovers are used to select options. A rollover is

a type of icon also called a sprite that changes
appearance when the pointer rolls over it At this
time, if the mouse is clicked or ENTTR pressed,
whatever the icon represents is done. QL-
Rhymes uses SPACE as well as ENTER which is
OK, but not consistent with some of the other
Pointer Environment programs that do different
things for SPACE and ENTER Rollover is HTML
jargon. I think they are called loose menu items in
EASYPTR terminology. Whatever they are called,
they include text prompts which make it obvious
what they do. For example, there are ones for
quitting the program, putting it asleep as a

button, moving the window and Help. The most
important are the Phonetic and the End Letters
menu items to select which manner is to be used
in finding rhymes For words with more than 24
rhymes, a page down rollover prints the next
screen of words. A page up rollover allows
previous pages to be viewed.
There is a smart menu feature that fades icons
that are not applicable at a given stage. For
example, the page down rollover has no meaning

and is faded if only one page of rhymes is found
There is a Main Menu rollover that goes back to
start over As in most Pointer Environment pro-
grams, the menu items can also be initiated by a

key stroke of the letter underlined in the menu
prompt Also the pointer can be moved by the
arrow keys as well as the mouse. This extra
capability puts the Pointer system ahead of the
other mouse/click systems.
As rnany of you know I have trouble wrth my
eyes I count this a blessing in disguise since it

has made me think more about visual displays I

had no trouble reading the Ql-Rhyrnes menu
items. Excepl for Configure and Word List ex-
plained below I had no trouble in figuring out
what they do lf you will allow me to be picky
some of the title blocks at the top looked liked
menu items and I tried to click on them

Configure Confusion
It's a good thing to be able to taibr a program to
your system and your desires in such things as
paper and ink color etc. Four ways to configure a

compiled progrsffi are:

1 Use a CONFIG block embedded in the pro-
gram The disadvantage is a separate CONFIG
or MENU CONFIG program is needed

2 Use a configuration file that slores the desired
attributes and is read in by the program, The
disadvantage is that a separate file is needed

3 Add a parameter string to the tX command
when the program is started The disadvan-
tage is that if option switches are used, these
strings can be quite arcane and hard to
remember

4 Change parameters on the fly temporarily in

the program The disadvantage here is that
these changes are in effect only as long as the
program is running unless some other
provision such as a configuration file is used to
save them.

5 SET parameters in the boot program that EXe-
cutes the compiled program The disadvantage
is that some small knowledge of SuperBasic is
required.

Ql-Rhymes uses 1, 2, 3. and 4 of the methods
This variety took me a liltle while to figure out A
two stage set of configure information is used,
1 Location (device and if needed directory) of

def inition (-def) file This location must be
known when the program starts. Thus, the
program must be CONFIGed or started with an
attached parameter string lt comes CONFlGed
with FLPI-. The only thing the CONFIG pro-
gram configs is the location of this file
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2. The definition file gives the location of the
rhymes word list f ile plus several olher
parameters such as ink color and printer baud
rate. These parameters can be changed on the
fly in the program and once changed can be
wrilten to the -def file. Also I was able to
change the *def file directly using an editor
program.

This two stage configuration had me baffled for a
while particularly since the on-the-fly changes
are accessed through a menu item labeled Confi-
orrre hrrt have nothino to do with the CONFIG
program. ln addition, the location of the rhyming
word list has its own menu item on the main page

but can only be saved if the Configure menu item
is invoked When I used Menuconlig, there
seemed to be sorne type of glitch - a lot o{
gibberish was printed in the little window where
vou are to enter the location of the -def file. To

be fait if you follow the instructions in the manual
precisely, the program will end up configured OK.

A Model Monual
The Ql-Rhymes Manual is the very model of a
modern major manual! lt starts off with a concise
statement of what Ql-Rhymes does Good. Next
it gives system requirements and acknowledge-
ments. lt has a short Quick Start section then
goes into details of the various menu items.
Some theory on rhymes and the format of the
rhyming data base is given Plus there is an

index. I did have to look under OUTPUT FILE

instead of FILE to find out where directions were
for sending rhymes to a file. But since I did find it
quickly I have to give the index a passing grade.

Since the Manual is very good, the only thing I

can question is the need for a paper manual in

the first place. I received the Manual in the mail
about two weeks after I received program and
accompanying files zipped over the internet
Except for the configuring, I was able to use the
program usefully minutes after I received it. This
was due to a well though out overall design and
a six paragraph help file. lf a paragraph or two
was added to the Help and the rhyme theory and
data format placed in a doc file, the manual, for
me, would be superfluous.
For every program I wrole in the 1980's, I was
strongly told to put out a Users Manual, Theory
Manual, Programmers Manual, and an Executive
Overview Manual. lt is my practice, to read the
instructions carefully beforehand But two things
have shaken my faith in comprehensive manuals.
When I moved into a new house five years ago, I

had a plethora of manuals to read: the alarm

system, the microwave oven, the ice maket the
heaier-air condition system, etc, etc Although I

really did try, I never did come to grips with the
VCR instructions What finally sent me over the
edge was a two page manual on how to use a
mattress.
The second thing is: We have a 17 year old, high
school, German exchange student staying with
us. He is very much into computers and indeed
put together a 4BG PC using spare parts I had
lying around He doesn't read instructions! This
scared me until I noticed that his success rate
and timp tn opt snmethino rrrnnino rioht was'"b''5""'b"b,''

better than mine Are paper manuals going the
way of the dinosaur?
The answer I think can be found in the QL-
Rhymes program Io use it, I really did not need a

manual because it was well designed, prompts
were informative, and output readily understand-
able The manual really did not help me much
with figuring oul the configure. I just played with it
until I understood what was going on Perhaps
better prompts or a different design would have
made configuring simple On an economic level,
printing and postage for the manual has to be a
large proportion of production costs. Yes, I know
there are people who really like ihe feel of a
paper manual in their hands But the trend is

clear

Desired added capabilities
The main idea of a rhyming dictionary is to
nudge the creative process Somelime I lust
browse through the paper dictionary to see
where the biggest groups of rhymes lie. So a

browsing and a search for large sets of rhymes
would be helpful. For those of us with poor
vision, a large font option would be appreciated.
The menu rtems need not be larger since one
tends to memorize what they say but it would be
nice if the words themselves were optionally
larger: The words are printed on the screen tn

two columns lt looks like there is room for three
columns. The number of columns could be an

option.

Summary
The Ql-Rhymes program is an effective aid for
getting rhymes lt is easy to use lt does require
the Pointer Environment {not provided) and Tool-

kit 2 Follow the manual exactly when configuring,
It is probably better to use the parameter string
option rather than CONFIG QL-Rhymes was
written by Geoff Wicks and is available from Just
Words for 15 tUROs. Thanks are given to John
Terry who inspired and tested the program
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Printers and other Sicknesses
l,larcel Kilgus

Sooner or laler most QDOS/
SMS-ers are confronted with
the problem: how do I get my
printer working? This was not
entirely simple in the past, but it
has now become a major
problem. The trend in printers is

firmly in the direction of "ldiot

proof", Formerly printers had a
degree of intelligence needed
to transfer the ASCII codes in

their different lonts to pape[
but todays price wars in the
printer market have made it a

habit to reduce the art of prin-

ting to the intelligence of a

cnsp bread by leaving the indi-
vidual printing task completely
to PC software This new art of
peripheral production is sum-
marised by the term "GDl',

whlch means Graphics Device
lnterface and designates the
graphics subsystem of Win-
dows. The consequence is that
printers work with Windows,
but not, for example, QPC. lam
often surprised by mails from
customers who assume their
emulator has printer problems.
The reality is that QPC, just as
any other QDOS/SMS Platform,
is only able to access the prin-

ter port, and it is the software
that has to speak the right
language.
The ideal solution for the QPC
user would be for the emulator
to have a built in ESC Pl2 to
GDI interface, because all QL
software can generate ESC Pi2
and when that is converted to
GDI it would be possible to use
every conceivable Windows
printer
This has two drawbacks:
1) lwould have to do the entire
work (and I know little about
printers and their languages
and
2) the solution is strictly for the
QPC only.

Drawback one is the knockout
punch as I have no time to do it,
but drawback 2 is also impor-
tant.

Whal are the alternatives?
It is often worthwhile to take a
look at the Linux world, which,
as the main "Windows Compe-
titor", often has similar pro-

blems Many will have heard of
'Postscript' Postscrrpt is a
page description language
mostly used in laser printers.

Some will be familiar with PDF
data files and these are related
to Postscript, which is not
surprising because both stan-
dards come from the same
producer - Adobe. Under Linux
Postcript is now the favourite
printer language, just as
tSC P/2 has become for
QDOSISMS. At the moment
few home printers can use
Postscript, because large me-
mory and a good processor
are necessary. The solution is

Ghostscript, which understands
Postscript and comes with
many drivers for different prin-

ters. lt renders the page (similar

to GDI protocol) using PC
sof tware and sends it via
special drivers to the printer
"Good", people say "bul does
that get us any further?", to
which my answer is a definite
"yes", Ghostscript is not just for
Unix/Linux. There is a Win-
dows ported version, and sur-
prise, surprise, also for QDOS/
SMS thanks to Jonathan Hud-
son. To cut a long story short it
is possible with a liltle effort, a
small program called Redmon
and the Windows version of
Ghostscript to link with the
QPC's PAR interface without
having to change a single lrne

of QPC code. The nice bit is

that GS for Windows comes

with a GDI driver which can ad-

dress all Windows printers. I

have tested it and now have a
Postscript capable QPC lf you
send Postscript code to the
parallel interface it prints cor-
rectly on any Windows printer
Given that there is now a

QDOS/SMS version of Ghost-
script, this is also a possibility
for modern QL compatibles I

have not explored that further:
hr rt it ic cnmolhino fnr nonnlovvr rr rJ Jvrrrvrr vvvyrv
who are interested.
Fine, I now have a parallel port
with a uniform language for
every printer But the problem is

not completely solved, be-
cause I know of no QDOS/
SMS program that produces
Postscript code. Well, I do know
one. lt is called MPS, was origi-
nally developed for Linux and
which I compiled for a small
experiment for QDOS/SMS.
This prograrn converts ASCII
data into Postscript and can be
used, for example, as a filter for
QD. The result is I now have a

QPC on which QD will work
with all printers! lt is a small, but
not bad beginning.
lf people are interested in going
this way (and I can honestly
see no other way) then all

applications willhave to be pro-

vided with a Postscript output.
ln the long term direct Post-
script implementation would be
the best (above all for ProWesS
since from a single implementa-
tion all its applications would
have Postscript), but in the
short lerm an ESC Plz to
Postscript convertor in a de-
vice driver would be a solution.
ln that way all programs, inclu-

ding older applications would
have access to the newest
printers And the nicest thing
for me would be that almost
anyone could do the work, as it
would be completely inde-
pendent of QPC lf someone
feels confident of doing this
and wants to make a contribu-
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tion to the QDOS/SMS world,
then it could be worthwhile to
take a look
Now, I think I could at least ask
for a short overview (ihis arti-
cle was wriiten under time
pressure). lwould like to have a
reaction, preferably rn the next
issue, lf you have questions
they can be asked through the
usual channels My little MPS

port is also available for your

own experiments.

Adde ndum
Since the print of the original
German article many months
have passed by and one thing
actually changed, the men-
tioned ESC Pl2 emulator for
QPC is currently under deve-
lopment by a 3rd party person

This, however is a pure QPC
only solution. And though l'm

very grateful for this develop-
ment, the "proper" {and on all

other platforms 'only") way of
doing it is siill ihe one men-
tioned above, The conclusion
remains, if you have further
questions feel free to conlact
me This could really be a very
important step in the QDOSI
SMS development.

Printers and Obsolesc ence
Geoff Wicks

My desktop is slowly disappea-
ring ln the back right hand cor-
ner is the 486 QXL PC on
which this is being written
Working anticlockwise there is
a bubble jet printer a few pens
and pencils, a laser printer a
scanne[ an overflowing in-tray
my laptop from which I shall
send this article to QL Today ,

the PC keyboard and mouse.
Somewhere in the middle is a
mass of disks, the electronic
equivalent of my overflowing
in-tray.

ldeally to make more room I

would like to get rid of the
bubble jet. lt has served me
well for over 7 years, but I do
not like ink jets. Their cartrid-
ges are expensive, they run
out of ink too quickly and the
ink is soluble. The laser printer
would do rne fine, but, alas, I

cannot {yet} use it on the QL
All QL laser printer drivers date
from 3 - 4 years ago and the
world has since moved on.

Anyone who has recently tried
to buy a printer for their QL will
know how difficult it is to find a
compatible one. There is no
systematic advice on QL com-
patible printers olher than the
rule of thumb to look at the top
range o{ [pson. There are dan-

gers in this policy, because no
one knows how long Epson
printers will remain QL compa-
tible People with experience
of fpson printers are discove-
ring that ESC P/2 is still being
developed, and it is becoming
increasingly difficult to discover
the precise changes.

It was therefore with some in-

terest that I heard that Marcel
Kilgus had written an article for
the German QL Today on using
Postscript and Ghostscript to
print from QPC on practically
any Windows printer Marcel
kindly dug out the article from
the depths of his hard disk and
sent it to me. I felt the article
deserved a wider publlcation
and Marcel has agreed to an

English translation appearing in

this issue of QL Today lt even
has an up to date addendum
containing an interesting snip-
pet of news!

Marcel's article started me
thinking about the concept of
obsolescence as it affects the
QL. He suggests two ways of
solving the prinling problem,

one of which could be used
only by QPC. The other should
be adaptable for the Q40/Q60,
and this is imporlani now we
have the news that the Q60 is

likely to go into production
Both solutions leave original
black box hardware users in

the cold

Now the controversial bit ln the
QL world we have made great
efforts to ensure downward
compatibility, and most of our
software has remained useable
on all hardware. We have never
planned QL obsolescence, al-

though obsolescence has oc-
cured. Who now uses a 12BK

black box with microdrives?
We assume that all QL users
have disk drives, Toolkit 2,

memory expansion and often a
fast processor What we can no
longer guarantee is a compa-
tible pnnter for the original
hardware users. Has the time
now come for planned obso-
lescence?

There are two subjects of for
discussion, and these should
be kept separate, because I

would not want my deliberately
provocative suggestion to de-
tract from Marcel's constructive
view of solving QL printer pro-

blems ls his vision the way we
should be going, and how dif-
ficult would it be for software
authors to adapt their pro-
grams for his prefered Post-
script option?
There is scope for a healthy
debate on both topics in future
issues of QL Today.
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QLTdis-part6l1
Norman Dunbar

Last time I started with the first 16 instruction
families and gave you the code for disassembling
them. At the end of that article I mentioned that
all the sub-routines were not included, so you
wouldn't be able to actually run the code - lhis
month, I will not be giving you the type 17

through type 31 decoding routines, because I am
having a few problems with a couple of them and
may need to modify my own code yet again {!)

before I turn it loose on my readers.

So, this month, I'm going lo give you the code for
the various sub-routines which you will need for
the last chunk of code and for the next one -
when I eventually get things sorted out

So, without any further ado, here come those
sub-routines. These get added at the end of the
file DISS-ASM and when we get the remainder
of the type decoding routines tested, we can
insert lhose between the last lot of code and this
installment That way your file will match up to
mine and the 32 bit offsets from the jump table
to the code routine won't overflow

First up, we have the condition code decoder
This is called whenever we have to decode the
condition codes in a Scc, Bcc or DBcc instruc-
tion. Most of the condition codes are two charac-
ters long, but the firsl two are only one, so we
tesl for those two first, and treat them as excep-
tions. Anthing other than 'T' or 'F' is read from the
table as two characters

x Condition codes routine

cond-code cmpi.b #0,d0
bne.s cc_1
moveq #tTt,d1
bsr str_add_b
rts

ec_l- cmpi"b #1,d0
bne.s cc_rest
moveq #tEt,d4
bsr str_add_b
rts

cc-rest novem.l d0/a3,-(a7)
1ea cc_tableraJ
1s1.w #I,dO
move.w 0(a3,d0.w)rd4
bsr str_add*w
moven.l (a7)+,d0/a3
rts

; Speclal case, zero ?

; No, try one
; Yes, add tTt to buffer

; Done

; Speclal case, one ?

; No, do the rest
; Add tFt to buffer

; Done

; Save working registers
; Table of condition codes
; Multiply D0 by 2 to get offset
; Get word from offset into table
; Add it to the buffer
; Restore worklng registers
; Done

cc-table dc.w rrT il 0 = T =r Special case - never read from here
dc.w rrF n 1 = F =r Special case - never read from here
dc.w rrHIil 2=HI
dc.w xIS[ 3=iS
dc.w rCCtr 4=CC
de.w ttCSil 5=CS
dc.w rrllnrr 6=NE
clc.w uEQu 7=EQ
dc.w ilVCr g=VC
dc.w nVSn 9=VS
dc.w fiPLrr 10 = PL
dc.w ilMIrr 11 = MI
dc.w ilGEn 12 = GE

dc.w nLTn 13 = LT
dc.w nGTil 14 = GT

dc.w rlErr 75 = LE

This next routine adds the instruction size to the buffer so if we are currently decoding something like
'MOVE.W D0,D3' this routine adds the 'W' part of the instruction to lhe output buffer As a useful side
effect, it sets D5W to I, 2 or 4 which corresponds to 'B', 'W' or 'L' for later use in decoding the
effective address.
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ln case you wonder why I am 'fudging' the output buffer if there is a dot in it already it stops the
output looking like 'MOV[,.W D0,D3' and saves me having to remove a whole lot of dots from the
op-code strings table. OK, I admit to a bit of bad design in this case - but for the purposes of the
magazine, it was easier to fudge this one routine rather than have to reprint a lot of the op-code table
agarn.

x Size decoding routine.

size-deeode nove.w d0rd,
bsr size-d0
exg d0rd5

Copy op-code
Extract size part of op-code
Suap op*code & size over

i( At thls point D) = 1 for byte, 2 for word and 4 for 1ong" ltle need to check for
x 1 and adjust (temporarily) to zero to get the correct text from the table.

move.w d5rd| ; Copy the si-ze speci-fier
cmpi.w #7,d4 ; Byte sized instruction ?

bne.s sd-dot ; No

clr.w d/t ; Yes - adjust back to zero

If the final character in the buffer is a dot, renove it first !

sd*dot cmpi.b #'.1,-1(a5) ; Do we have a dot ?

bne"s sd-text ; No, skip
subq"l #1-,a5 ; rRenovet the dot
subq.w #1,d6 ; Adjust the counter too

sd*text 1ea s*tableraj ; Table of sizes
move.w 0(a3,d4.w)rd/* i Feteh the correct size specifier
bsr str-add-w ; Add to the buffer
bsr space ; Followed by a space
rts ; Done

s*table dc.w t 
"Br

dc"w I 
"l^ll

dc"w r.Lr

These two routines convert the source or destination register bits in the op-code into a digit in D4
ready to be added to the buffer

t( Source Register routine.

src-reg move.w d7rd4 ; D4 is where we want to be
andi.w #$07,d4 ; Bits A - 2 = source register
bsr reg-no ; Add to buffer
rts

x
x

Destination Register routine.

dest-reg move"w d7,d/n ; D4 is where we want to be
andi.w #$0e00,d4 ; Bits 9 - 11 = dest register
lsr.w #8,d4 ; Shift down
lsr.w #trdl ; 8 is the maximum remember ?

bsr reg-no ; Add to buffer
rts

When we decode one of the many bit operation instructions, the next routine extracts the data from
the op-code and adds the correct instruction text to the buffer This is called from BTST BCHG, BSIT
and BCLR decoding routines
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Wha knaws what a new year wilt bring? At Just Words!
wa are positively buzzing with creativfty and have plans
for new commercial and freeware products.

One of our ideas is so esoteric that, as far as we know,
it has never been done before" We donT even know if
it's possible, but we'll have a try.

Back dawn on earth we have good news for our
European customers. Yau can naw pay us in Euros
through our Dutch Postbank Account. Now let's hope
Bolkie is successful in pushing down international bank
charges!
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* Blt operation routine.

bit-op aadi.w #$c0,d0 ; Mask out all but bits 6 & 7
1sr.w #1,d0 ; Bit 7 -, bit 3
lea bits-tablera3 ; Table of bit op instructions
move,l 0(a3rd0"r.r)r04 ; Collect a long from the table
bsr str-add*l ; Add to the buffer
rts ; Done

bits*tab1e dc.1 iTST I Note tralling space !

dc"l |CHG I

de.1 | CIfi. I

dc.1 ISET I

hr^,.+,.,^ l.-^.,^ ^ ^;*^l^.^,,+;^^,.,k;^L ^.,+"^^+^ +l^^ ^;-^ t..;+^ +"^* +h^ ^^ ^^J^ ^^-l "^+"'^^ nnl^l ^^ 1 ')t\c^t wu ildvc d 5ililptc tuuilt lv vvlltut tcnild\,r5 ilrg Srzu urr5 iluilrrilc uv uuus dr ru rcrur ilJ r-lu.vv cr5 r, z

or 4 to signify 'B', '\iV' or 'L' accordingly

Oet size bits in D0

size d0

size-exit rts ; Done

These next two routines are called from the MOVEM decoding process to extract a list of address or
data registers from a bitmap in D4 B. They look so sweet and innocent, don't they? Wait till you see
'big brother' the innocently named 'reg-list' routine - thal is a nightmare and I'm sure it will be a

candidate for reworking when I get around to testing the MOVEM decoding.

ADDRESS Register l-ist routine"

andi"w #$c0,d0 t
1sr.w #5,d0 t
* c* r-r dn t
bne"s size-exit t
noveq #1,d0 t

Keep only bits 6 & 7
Move right 5 bits
Dn=n- 2arL
Not zero
Size is 1 for "B

t

acldr*reg

ar-exit

tst. b d/"
beq" s dr-exit
movem.l d0-d4,-(a7)
move.b d/rrd0
moveq grgt rd2
bsr. s reg*list
movem.l (a7)+,d0-d4

rts

; Nothing to do if D/r is zero
; Thought so !

i Save the workers
; Reg 11st expects the nask in DO.B

; Doing address registers
; Ca11 register list routine
; Restore the workers

DATA Register 1i"st routine.

data_reg tst"b
beq. s
novem. l
move.b
moveq
bsr. s
rooven.l

rtsdr*exit

Here comes trouble! This routine is not my own work Well, I did translate it into assembler from the
original SuperBasic by Andy Pennell, I suspect that it will work, but only serious testing will determine
this. Be prepared for a reworking if lfind any problems. What this does is takes the register list bit
map in DO.B and converts it into something like'D0,D1-D3,D5,D7'in the output buffer

d4
dr-exit
d0*d/*,-(a7)
d4., d0
#tDt ,d2
rep list
(a7)+, d0-d/'

; Nothing to do if D/* is zero
; Tbought so !

; Save the workers
; Reg-list expects the nask in DO.B

; Doing data registers
; Ca11 register list routine
; Restore the workers
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lVorldwide Membership is by subsc-ription

only, and offers the following benefits:

Monthly Newslefter - up to 40 pages

hfassive Software Library - All Free !

Free Helpline and Workshops
Regicnal Sub-Groups. Cne near you?

Advice on Software and Hardware problenrs

Subscription just f 14 for UK rnembers

Overseas subscription f 17

Barclaycard; Visa: Access: Mastercard

*Now in our Nineteenttr Yeas'*

Further details frorn the Membership Secretary

BiIl Nlewell, ?l3rManor Road
Benflee[ Essex, SS7 4JI)

Tel. +44(t))1268 7 54487

Yisit the Affi"ta Web Site
http : / /w w w. qu wrcta. ti ni. c {

emat'l : quanta_rnembership @ ukZ "nef
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*
Eegister list routine. Due to the technieal difficulty of this routine, f am

conrnenting it slightly nore than the rest of the routines.

reg-1ist rnoveq #Brdl.
1s1. r,r #8, d2

; Bit nunber counter initialised to 1 + highest bit
; Move rAr orrDr to high byte. D2.W = rA0 I or rDO I

x The start of the main loop" Test the current bit of the bitmap and if set
* carry on processing, otherwise jump to the end of the loop and see if we are
x finished. If not finished, we will end up back here.

rl-530 subq"b #!,dI
btst d1,d0
beq.s 11-650

; Adjust for the correct tnextt bi-t number
; Test that bit
; Bit not set so skip to test for end of main loop

It
f,

+t

*

The eurrent bit in the bitmap is set so i+e have a register to process.
Subtracting the blt nunber fron aseii r7r gives the correct register number.
The register type (in oZ) j-s OR'd into the register number to get the eorrect
register name. This is then added to the buffer.

moveq #,7, ,d4
sub.b d1rd4
or"w d2rd4
bsr str_add*w

; Assune R7 register
; Subtract the bit to get the correct regi-ster number
j Mask in the register type tAt ot tDl

; Add register to buffer

*

*
t(

ff we have not just proeessed bit 0 then we stil1 have more to do and must
skip over the next bit of eode which deals with the end of the string.

tst.b d1
bne.s t1-532

; Reached bi-t zero ?

; Not yet

We have proeessed bit zero so add a slash and skip to the bit that removes it
llHY IS THIS REQUIRED ? Andy Pennel1, are you there ?

'11-537 bsr slash
bne. s rL650

; Add a spare slash
; Then renove i"t again ! ! !

x Having found a set bit, we must look for others. If the next bit down is CLEAR
,( then we need to append a slash to the buffer" If we have reached bit zero then
x. we terminate the string with r-R?t as we obviously have a l1st of registers"

11*532 subq.b #1,d1
btst d1,d0
bne.s 11*537

; Dorrn to the next bit
; Test it
; Next bit is clear - add a slash

*
*
x

Next bit is set also but are we at bit zero now ? ff not, keep looking for
more bits.

tst.b d1
bne"s 11-570

; Done yet ?

; No - keep looking for the next CLEAR bit

x lJe have reached bit zero so our list is completed by adding the end of the
)t list to it.

rnove.l #$2d0037,D1, ; Sets D4 to tx-x7t where rxr = binary zero
or.w d2rd4
bsr str*addJ
bra. s rl-done

; Add in tbe tDt or rAr * D/t = I D7r or r-A7r

; Add '*D7' to buffer
; And finished - get out of this routine

x Look at the next b1t down. If set continue seanning

rl.*570 subq.b #1,d1
btst d1,d0
bne.s yl*572

; Next bit
. Tao* i*
, lvuu rv

; Set so continue seanning
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A UK 4-way trailing socket designed to switch off
computer peripherals automatically when the cw-
puter is switched off, or (in the case of an ATX com-
puter) when it auto-powers down. Compswitch bas
one control socket, and three switched sockets.

cost..."....." ....".924
* r. * * * * * * r. f< * rt * FirEIv * * rt * * rr ?t ?r * * * * * *

Up to 8 mbyt€ of flash memory for the QL
A small plug in circuit for the QL's ROM port (or
Aurora) gling2,4 or 8 mbyes of permanent storage -
it can be thought ofas a portable hard disk on a card,
aad reads at some 2 mbytes per second.
Think of it - you could firlly boot an exBanded QL,
including all drivers/SMSQ etc off Romtr)isq at hard
disk speed with only a memsry expansian needed.

2 mbytes RomDisq.....,......f,39 (f.40l fr41)
4mbltes RomDisq..............f,65{S661f67)
8 mbytes RomDisq..........f98 (t99lt100)

Aurora adaptor..... .......... ..... ..fJ {f 3. 50/t4)A major hardware upgrade for the QL
All Herrnes features (working serll2 at 19200,
independent baud rates/de-bounced keyboard/
keyclick) mM AT kbdllf ll HIGH SPEED RS232 at
57600ll serial mouse port and 2 other RS232 inputs//
3 VOlircsl/ EEPROM
Cost (including manuallsoftware)f,g0 (f921 d93)
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard............,.f,11 (S.l3lf 15)
Serial mouse ...................f8 (S8.50/f9)
Capslocl/scrollock LED ..............,.. f I (f, l. 50/f 1 .50)
Keyboard or mouse lead .................. f.3 (f 3. 50/t3. 50)
High speed serial (ser3) lead ........... 04 (f4. 50/t4. 50)

Ifermes available for f,,25 (n6/nT Working serl/2
and independent input, debounced keyboard.

SuperHernes LITE: All Hermes features (see
above) + an mM AT kqfooard interface only.
Cost (incl keyboard lead) ................... f53 (S54lS55)

[4_PTANE
A low profile powered backplane with ROM port

A three expaasion backplane with ROM port included for
RomDisq etc. Aurora can be fitted in notebook ca,se and
powered off single 5V rail - contact QBranch for details.
Two boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card/Super Gold Cardl
Goldhre fixed to base. Suitable for Aurora (ROM accessible
from outside) & QL motherboard in tower case. Specify
ROM lacing IN towards boards, or OUT towards back of

Cos1............. S34 (f351€36i

Connects to Minerva MKII and any Philips I2C bus

Power Ilrqvgf lUlg$agg 16 uo lines with tr2 of these used ro
control 8 curreni carr?ing outputs (source and sink capeble)
2amp(for$relays,snr*llmotors) C40{f,43844)
4 amp total (for motors etc) . . . ..... i,45 (t48/f50)
ReI+Js (8 3a 12v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a power
driver)....,....... 525(f28/829)
Perallel Interface Gives 16 input/output line;. Can be
used wherever logic signals are required.........S2S (n7/f28)
Analgeqc Interface Gives eight I bit analogue to
digital inputs (ADC) and two I bit digital to analogue
outplt$ (DAC). Used for temp measurements, sound
sampling (to 5 KIIz), x1y plotting ................. f30 (t311f32)
Temp orobe(40oc to+125oC). ....... ..910(€10.50/f 11)
Connector for four temp probes.............. S10 (f,10.50/f.l 1)
Data sheets.... ...!EZ (n.50/L3)
Control soffwsre & manual (for all VF) .......&2 (L2.501f,3)

nf . RRPAIRS flil< onlv)
Fixed price for unmodiEed QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

f.27 ncL 6 month guarantee

OTHER FEATIJRES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operating system/ autoboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- graphics
(within 10% of lightning) - sking handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screen/ TRACH non-English keyboard
driverV '1varm" fast reset- V1.97 with split OUTPUT
baud rates (+ Hermes) & built in Multibasic.

First upgrede fre.e. Otler.rise send f,3 {+f,5 for mgnml if requd),
Seud dlskplus SAEorhvo IRCs

MKL".f,4O (f,4r/fA3) MKrL.t6s ([66/fi67]

MIIYERVA RTC (MKII) + battery for 256 bytes ram.
CRASIIPROOF clock & I2C bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from batiery backed ram. Quich start-up.

fm Onf.CINAf .Svsten nne4

Keyboard membrane ........................., -...... no longer on sale
1377 PAL ......... f,3 {E3.sOtL4)
Circuit diagrams .,,.............".... , {3 (€3.50/[4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC.......-. .... t8 (t8.50/[9)
830118302 or JM ROM or serial lead-........910 (f,10.50/[1 l)
Power supply (sea rnail overseas) ................... 912 {f.17 / tzl )

Pric€s include pstrge ild packlng (Aimail where applieble). Prices are: UK @uope /Ret of world).
pogttl oder or CASIM m no lolgc acept mrd pryments s UK only does PDQ tnnraction.

Payment by cheque dnm on bank Mth tIIi Nddrest
SAE or IRC for full list end detrits 

t0 Msv 0I
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x Aha, a clear bit has been found after a (number of) set bit(s) so we need to
x close our list of conti-guous registers. This time the bit nurnber in D1 is the
x bit nunber of the CI,EAR register so we subtract from t6r and not r7r to get
l( the correct register nunber for the last set register in the list.

move.l #$2d0036,d4
sub.b d1,d/r
or.w d2rd4
lsl.1 #8,dt,
nove.b #'/' ,d4
bra.s ra*650

Sets D4 to rx*x6r rqhere lxt = binary zero
Register nurnber in aseii !{ = t1-s:t
Add the register type D4 = rx-Dnr or rx-Anr
D4 = t-Dn t or r-An t

Assume more registers" D/. = t-Dn/t or t-Lnft
Check if we are done yet.

*
v

)t
Stl1l haventt found a clear bit - but are we now at bit zero ?

rI-572 tst.b d1
bne.s 17_570

; Done yet ?

; No, scan again

i* We are now done. Bit zero has been reached. We must close the list of
)t registers.

move.1 #$2dO037,D4
or.w d2rd4
1s1"1 #8,d/,
move.b #' /' ,d4

; Sets D4 to tx-x7t where txt = binary zero
; Add 1n the tDr or rA?

t Dl+ = r-Dn t or r-An I

t D4 = t-Dn/t or t-An/t

tt

x

This is the end of the main loop.At this polnt - whiclr we arrive at frorn
numerous places - we could have just processed bit zero and if so, we want to
tidy up and get out of here. 0n the other harid, if not then we want to carry on.

If we are not yet proeessing bit zero, then go back and process the next bit.

rI-650 tst"b d1
bne.s rL_530

; Are we at blt zero ?

; Do next bit * we are not yet finished

',( Our output buffer has a r/r too many and is one charaeter too long so
x adjust the buffer pointer (A5) and the buffer length (06) Uefore exiting
x The output buffer now contains the full register list.

subq.w #1_rd6
subq.1 #1ra5

; Adjust size of buffered string
; And output buffer

* A11 done, bye bye

rl*done rts ; Get out of here quick !

A simple one now and one which was the subject of a challenge in the QL news group some time
back How to reverse the bits in a register word. This is needed because the bit rnaps used for the
MOVEM instruction are the 'wrong' way round for one form of the instruction, and rather than code
lwo nightmare routines like the above, I decided to swap the bits over and use a common decoder

Reverse bits in D2.l,J routine.*
*
swap*d2 moveq #L5rd4 ; Using d/+ as the counter
rev*one asr.w #trd2

rox1.w #1,d3
,r

move.w d3rd2
rts

; bit 0 -> X flag
; Move the bits of DJ left by one bit AND

; then copy the X flag -, bit 0 of D3

; D2 is now reversed
dbra d4,rev-one ; Do the otner (15) bits of d2

Next issue, we continue with the decoding of the effective addresses.
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Hints and Tips

O. ls it possible to generate Euro currency
characters in Line Design?

A.1. With suitable fonts, yes Phoebus Dokos has
produced some fonts which contain the Euro
symbol at CHR${181) - the same location as
SMSQ/E - and these can be displayed by using

PFshow gstate, whatever
draweuro
PFshow gstate, whatever

Maybe someone finds this useful Wolfgang Lenerz (wwwwlenerz com)

DEFine PROCedure draw-euro
rem print approx" Euro sign
rem this presumes that 2 global variables exist:
rem - gstate
rem -eharsize:CURRENT
L0Ca1 uox(3), xs, ysrwld

rrid =charsize DIV 12
IF NOT wid : wid=l-
PFShow Gstate, rCr

get_box Gstaterbox
ys=oox(1)/5
PFI,/idth Gstate, rC I ,xs

rem and shorr then

character size

the CTRL SHIFT u key combinations on UK

keyboards. The \paragraph\ entity name when
entering text seems to produce this character,
though I am not sure if this was intentional or not

A.2. (from a reply by Wolfgang Lenerz on the QL
Users Email Mailing List),

Whilst waiting for the Prowess [uro fonts, I have
devised a small basic proc {using Proforma
extensions) that draw a euro. I use it as follows,

make line width
show a rCr

get max Font sizes
magic !

get xsize of C char

ren
rem
rem
rem
rem

XS=XS-1
PFPathMethod Gstaterl
PFlinel{idth Gstate, wid
IF charsize< 10:wid=.5
PFMoveR Gstate, -xs-1, -ys-. 5
PFLineR Gstaterxsr0
PFMoveR Gstater*xsr*widx2
PFLineR Gstaterxsr0
PFMoveR Gstate, lrys+. 5+widx2
PFPathDraw Gstate

END DEFine draw-euro

rem now draw the two lines

DEFine PROCedure get*box (Gstaterbox*size)
ren gets the size of a fontbox into the box-size array
rem passed as param
i,0Ca1 xoryorxsrys

PFFontBbox Gstate, xsrysrxoryo
bor-size(0) =xs
box-size ( 1) =ys
borsize(2)=xo
box-size(J) =yo

END DEFine get-box

FOR SALEI
QL with a faw microdrive cartridges, etc. Offers invited frorn a good
homa (seems a shame to chuck it away!).
Enquiries to Andy Cawley (Doncaster area, England) on 0786-482005
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QDTr Time for User lnput
Jim Hunkins

The QL DeskTop program {QDT) has the major
goal of being an enhancement to the user expe-
rience With this in mind, it is necessary to get an

insight as to how different users use their QL and
as to their program preferences.
With the summer release date rapidly approa-
ching, now is the time that I need everyones in-
put A series of requesls follow. I would ap-
preciate it rf everyone could take a few minutes
and respond to the following An email address is

supplied with the questions
I am also pleased to mention that a couple of
people have contacted me and offered their
assistance with programs and in other ways. This
brought up the subject of policy for contributors
To avoid boring everyone here, I have added to
my QDT website www.jdh-stech.com a policy
statement which outlines rules for programs that
are used and/or linked to with QDT along with
the policy for those who wish to contribute
programming, translation, graphic design, and
other assistance.
While I am talking about the websight, don't
forget to keep an eye on it I try to update the
progress chart every few weeks and will be
putting up more screen dumps as they develop
It also has email links for giving me feedback as
the prolect continues.
Here are the questions that I need your assis-
tance with. Please send your responses and a

copy of your boot file to,
deve lo pme nt@jd h-stech. com
It would also be helpful if you would include the
word SURVEY in your sublect. And thanks for
the help!

1. QDT uses different programs for defaults to
handle different files. The intent is to have a set
of free programs and a set of cost programs.
ln the case where the cost program is found it

would be the default; else the free program
would be the default. Please list both your favo-
rite free and cost program for the following,
a) text editor
b) graphics displayer
c) HTML {web browser)

2. QDT will automatically try to set up your initial

desktop if requested. ln order to do this, along
with supporting as many programs as possible
with the Tabbed Notebook Configuration capabili-
ty, I need to know what programs you normally
use (along with what category you would piace
them in) For example, you might use LineDesign
and wouid probably call it a graphics editor:
Please lisl all the programs that you use and their
category.

3. QDT will eventually supply a printer object ca-
pability.

a) which printer(s) do you use
b) do you use/have loaded ProWesS
c) do you ever print in color?

4. QDT will need to do some minor modifications
to your boot file QDT will also scan the boot file

to help it set itself up properly for your normal
environment. Please answer the following ques-
tions and send a copy of your boot file(s).

a) do you have more than one boot file; if so, how
do you select which one?
b) do you call other basic setup type programs/
files from your boot file?

c) is your boot file always presenl on your disk
d) is your boot file always loaded?

That is the end of the questions for now Please
don t forget to send a copy of your boot file(s)

Also, please let me know if it would be okay to
contact you with questions by email as to your
system usage (l will not use your email address
to send you anything else, unless you specifically
ask me to). And thanks for making QDT happen!

Programming the Pointer
Environment in C - Fart 1

Jerome Grimbert

QLToday ran a series of articles about
programming Prowess from SBasic, but what
about programming the Pointer Environrnent in

another Language Nobody has written about

this yet so I present here an article on
Programming the PE in C Before starting, you will
need the C6B compiler installed on our favourite
system. To be able to use the example you need
the Xmenu library available from

{http://ql.grimbert.cjb.net/ and
http://www. i magi net.f r/ - godefroy/).

Once C6B installed, it is pretty easy to do the
compilation.
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The powerful
Srnclair Qt
successor

Have you ever dreamt of QLs that are more than 100 times faster, have many thousands of colours, high
recnlrrlinn nr:nhies steron qnrrnd fasi harddiqkq end mndprn nerinheral eanahilities? New enmnlete nnm-'Y'-r' " r-"r'
puters that run your QL software and open the door to unreached 68060 speed and advanced applications?

Here they are!

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

t
x

j.

T

x

Q40i : 68040 CPU,40 MHz, Math. Coprocessor, MMU

Q60/66: 68060 CPU, 66 MHz, Malh. Coprocessor, MMU

Q60180: 6BLC060 CPU, 80 MHz, MMU

68060 superscalar architecture, dual execution units

Up to 160 BogoMlPS performance for QDOS+SMSQ/E
4Io 128 MB RAM, PSl2 module sockets

256 to 1024 kB ROM

Highspeed 32 bit graphics, with original QL modes

65536 colours a|1024 x 512 pixel resolution

Multisync monitor output

PC Keyboard interface (DlN)

20kHz Stereo sound

Battery buffered clock, 2 KB nonvolatile RAM

Controller for 2 IDE harddisks or CD-ROM

2 Serial ports with 115200 Baud, Parallel port, Joystick
port (on lO card supplied with mainboard)

Hardware extension slot supports ISA cards

Fits directly into Minitower or other standard case

+5V I +12Y power supply

No tinkering, no parts from original QL needed

Mainboard size 8.2 x 6.3 inch

x

)(

x

The Q40i and Q60 give you the choice of three different operating systems:

ed SMSQIE - The QDOS compatible, but faster and more modern operating system.
The first choice for most Q40 and Q60 users. Allows you to run the majority of QL programs, has a
much improved BASIC. SMSQ/E supports a lot of the advanced Q40 and Q60 hardware capabilities,
including full highcolor graphic drivers and sampled sound !

&* ODOS Classic - A multitasking operating system with good compatibility for older QL programs.
lncludes harddisk and sound support" lt was the first operating system for the Q40. Full 68060 support-

e,, 68k Linux - The free Unix-like mulliuser / multisession operating system.
The Q40 and Q60 are the first and only QL style computers that run Linux. Linux on the
Q40 and Q60 offers you an endless amount of application software, including X Window
System, full lnternet access, graphicalWebbrowser, CD-ROM writing, MP3 player.
There is a special Q@ Linux dlstribution with graphical installation tool on CD-ROM.

The Q40i and Q60 are offered as mainboards or cased systems by:

D & D Systems, P.O. Box 5813, Ripley, Derbyshire, England DEs 9ZR
Tel: +44 (0)1773-740170, FAX: +44 (O)1773-748399, Email: sales@q40.de

More information about the Q40i and Q60 at the official Website:hflBlumnry.q4Q.dc, Email: infq@q40.de
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&tindows definition#orkinq definit:ot

s€1ing definitian

LOOSe menu atems Last
I

-Loose 

F{enu TLem

Hl,cose Menu Item
| .rn.-t

rnJ omation sub-windo@ 1i st

I

l-ITnl ormat ion Sub-trdindoc
ll
J *lnf omataon
l

I

Hrnfomat ion sub-tgindoGlr
I H' I nTo rmatr on
L*.-r

Dhjegt List
l-lrnfomation Object
L*.-t
Objecl tist

I

l--{Infomation object

ff"f;"ot"'oo'".'

Just to describe my installation, I have put all the
program files in winl*bin-, the include files in

winl-bin-include- and the library files in

winl*bin-lib-,
ln the figure, I tried io represent
objects needed by the PE

the various

Sorne explanation of ihe symbols used 0n the fi-

flure: The double triangle is for a pointer The
square is for a part of the structure. For instance,
the windows definition has a pointer lo a "loose

menu items list' This list is a contiguous memory
region in which we find a repetition of "Loose Menu
Item" Every list is ended with a special word value

{-1 or 0) which is right after lhe latest element.
Do not be scared by the apparent complexity of
the figure, we are now going to explore it slowly
It will also give us the time to detail each part

So, first, let's just see what's the minimal informa-
tion needed and what it does. The minimal is a
simple window and it is done with only two struc-
tures: lhe windows definition and the working
definition.
The 'working definrtion' is filled by the P[ when
the window is displayed, so all we have to usually
do is simply have enough memory for it and to
set a pointer back to the'window definition".
The 'window definition' is just really that, it's a
structure which defines the size of the windows,
the colours used and keeps pointers to all the
objects of that window
The 'scaling definition' defines at least the mini-

mal window's size, the maximal window's size as
well as the allowed stepping, The minimal win-
dow's srze is the smallesl srze the wrndow can
be shrinked, and of course the maximal size is
the largest it can be lf you do not want any
resize, setting the minimal and maximal size both
to the initial size of the window is the simplest
thing to do
The stepping is the amount added or substracted

{according to the resize direction) on each axis,
unless the value reaches either the minimal or
maximal, in which case the limiting value is used

Let's see that on a very simpie program:

#lnc1ude < stdio.hr
#include <stdlib.h>
#include (qdos.h)
#include <q:tr.h>

/x for new C68, hide startup problems x/
struct WINDOI,IDEF -condetails =

{ (char) 0,(char) 0,(char)0,(char)/',
( short) 2, ( short) 1, ( short) 0, (short) 0] ;

char -corutane[] = ttcorr2x1a0x0[;

/x mask startup problems, for o1d one x/
char x-endmsg = NULL;

/x and stop when I say x7

ehar 
-PR0G--}IA]-1E[] = "PE in C tutorial lil;

That's just the beginning for a small file First we
include some useful things {that's pretty standard
for C), and then we perform some settings so
the our program will look ok once started (We

hide the default windows, and we set the
program name). That's also nearly slandard for
PE program in C

static QU-teXff (quit, "QUIT" ) ;
statj-c QD-TEXTl(tit1e,"PE in C test 1");

We want some label, so we need to declare
them. For this small first program, we only want a
title and a button to quit

static long ACTI0N-QUI?(struct WLwwork xwwk);
struct Wl,l.*action actiorrquit =

i .fSR, wrLactli, aCtfOu-quff];

static long ACTION-QUIT(struct Wl{-wwork xwwk)

{
exit(0);

]
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Here comes the tricky part of PE in C, writing the explanation in the COB docs about that if you
wrapper for the various aclions. Because the PE want more details,
expecls machine code routines, it's a little
strange to fill a data struclure with what will be So, so far, we have a correct setting, two text
executable code, but it works fine. There is a full strings and an action/callback,

struct Wlvl-wstat x init-status(struct ltn{-wwork xwwp)

{
struct M4_wstat xresult;
,/x Default struct has 40 loose item, thatts enough i(/

"*su11= 
( struct lJlLwstat x) malloc ( sizeof ( struct W${-wstat) ) ;

result->wvork = wwpj
wwp-)wstat = result;
result->wdef = NULL;
result-> chid = 0;
result->swnr = result-)xpos = result*rypos = 0;
result->kstk = result->kprs = 0;
result-revnt = 0;
result-)xsiz = result->ysiz = result->xorg = result-)yorg = 0;
result->ptpsx = result->ptpsy = P;
result->wmode = FORM"-QL4; /x THIS is irnportant x/
result-> spar0 = 0;
result->spar1 = 0;
result-> eiact = NULL;
result->citem = -1;
result*r cibrw = result*> cipap = result-> ci.spr =
result->cihxs = result->cihys = result-rci-hxo =
result->cihyo = 0;
result-rliteml0l = [;

]

This is just a function which creates and fills the
Working definition lt will be called later but it is a
good thing to handle it in a modular way
On the same way having a function which

struct WM-wwork x init_windowo
{

struct lll'l_wwork x result;
struet l,lM*litm xloose_list;
struct lfM-infi+ xinfw*list;
struct l,lM*info xinfo*1ist;

creates and fills the Windows definition is also a
good approach, because it is the only thing to
update when changing the design of the
windowl So, let's have one too.

info*1ist= ( struct tr'lM*info x ) rnalloc ( sizeof ( struct llM-info ) xZ ) ;

We need TWO information objects, one is the title and the other is just for the end of the list We
assume that there is no memory problem. There is now a lot of fields to fill.

info-1ist l0) . xsize=74x 6 ;
info-list [0] .ysize=10;
info-list [0J . xorg=g;
info-list[0J.yorg=g;
info-l ist | 0l . type=TYP-TEXT ;
info-11st [0] . spar=0;
info-1ist[0].attr.t.j.nk=0; /x Should be from a config bloek x,/
lnfo-llst[0] . attr. t. cwi.d=O;
info-1ist [0] " attr. t. chgt=0;
info-list [0] . pob; *91111" '
iafo_list[1].xsize=-1; ,/x end of list x/

infw-list= ( struct l&Linfw x ) ma11oc ( si-zeof ( struct Wlvl_infw) x2 ) ;

We also need TWO lnformations Sub-Windows The flrst one will contains the title. and the second is
yet another end of list

infw-list [0] " xsiae=11+x6;
lnfw*1ist [0] . ysize=10;
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infw*1ist i01 . xorg=2;
infw-1ist [0J . yorg=3 ,
infw-1ist[01. flag=g;
infw-list l0l . borw=O;
lnfw-list l0l . borc=0;
infw-1ist[01.papr=0324t /x Should be from a config block x,/
infw-1ist [0] . pobl= info_list ;
infw-list [1] . xsize=-1;

loose-list= (struct Wl'L1itm x) malloe ( sizeof ( struct Wlit-litm) x2) ;

Also, we need TWO Loose Menu llems As usual, the last one is lust the end of the list

loose*1ist [0] . xsize=/+x6;
loose-1-ist [0] . ysize=10 ;
loose-1ist l0l . xorg=15x6;
loose-list [0] . yorg=3;
loose*1ist [0] . xj st=0;
loose-list [0] " 

yj st=0;
loose_1ist [0] . type=TYP-TEXT;
loose-list [0] . skey=K*CANCEL;
loose-1ist [0] . pobj =ftqp11;
loose-list [0] . pact=&actiorrquit ;
loose-1ist [0] " item=0 ;
loose_listlll.xsize=-1i ,/x end of list x/

result = (struct lJM-wvork x) ma1loc(sizeof(struct f,iM_wwork));

Now that we have all
Windows definition

result-> wstat=NULL;
result*rchid =0;
result-> pprec=NULL;
result-) psave-0;
result*r sparl=0;

"esult-) 
spar2=0;

result-) sparJ=$;
result-> pulld=O;

the small parts we would need, it's time to organise them for the PF in the

/x f1lled later i(/

That was just some fields to fill Next is something usually with more customisation: The sprite to use
for that window and the original size (as well as position from the mouse pointer)

result-r splst=NULL;
result-> xsize=20x6;
result*) ysi ze=76i
result->xorg=2}; /x initial position of mouse i(/
result*) yorg=8;

And then, still more fields to fill. The following are related to the aspect of the windows {colour border,
shadow and such things).

result*r f1-ag=1;
result-> borw=1;
result-rbore=0; /x Should be from a config block x,/
result-)papt=7; /x Should be from a config block x,/
result->sprite=NUlli ,/x default pointer x/
result-> curv=1;
result*>curc=2; /x Should be from a config block x,/
result-ruback-4i /x Should be from a config block x/
result->uink=2; /x Should be frorn a config block x,/
result*> ublob=NULL;
result-r upatt=NULL;
result->aback=7; ,/x Should be fron a config bloek x,/
result-raink=0; /x Should be from a config bl-ock x/
result-> ablob=NULL;
result-> apatt=NULI-;
result->sback=0; /x Should be from a config block xl
result*>sink=7; /x Should be frorn a config bl-ock x/
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DTLWYN JONES

Q.L P.D. SOFTWARE LNBRARY SERVICE

A brand new PD software library service from QL author Dilwyn Jones. Hundreds of
freeware, shareware and PD programs available on floppy disk at a price ofjust f 1.00 per

disk (or just 75 pence if you supply the floppy disk). Programs are nonnally supplied on HD
disks unless you specifically request DD disks.

C,4TALOGT]E

To obtain a free catalogue of the entire software library:
l. Send me a formatted HD or DD disk and return postage, or

2. Download the catalogue from my website (see address below), or
3. By email - just send me an email to ask for the catalogue as a text file.

CD-R0Ms

(Also atailablefrom Q-Celt Computing in lreland)

QL EMULATORS CD f5.00 - All of the available QL emulators!

QL PD-CDR f,5.00 - Gdrard Plavec's software collection!
LINE DESIGN CLIPART CD f,10.00 - Huge collection of Line Design clipart!

FAMOUS FACES CD f,10.00 - Line Design picfures of the famous!

QL RELIGION CD f10.00 - A collection of bibles, religious texts, clipart etc
DJ PD LIBRARY CD t10.00 - The entire PD library on a CD! Start your own!

The CD-ROMs are supplied in QXL.WINformat on an 15O-9660 CD-Rfor use with QXL,
QPC, QemuLator v2, uQLx, Q40, Q60 (systems able to read QXL.WIN media)

POSTAGE IIK/Europe: add f1.00, Rest Of World: add f2"00.
PAYI\{ENT In UK Pounds Sterling currenoy" Cheques payable to DILWYN JONES.

Dilwyn Jones,4l Bro Emrys, Tal-y-bont, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 3YT, U.K.
Email: dilw-yn.j ones@dj.softnet.co.uk

Website: http :/lwwrv"soft.net.uk/dj/index.html

Note: Although this service is run by the editor of QL Today magazine, it is a completely separate venture which
has no connectionwith the publisher ofthis magazine. Software is suppliedfree ofcharge, apartJiom copyingand
media charges etc to cover costs, and without any warranty other than to the replacement of defective media (e.g.

"bad or changed medium" errors etc.).In other words, usual PD library terms. E & OE.
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result-) sblob=NULL;
result-) spatt=NULL;

result-) helP=MILI,;

And now we are simply linking our small objects inlo that big windows definition There is one Sub
wrndow which uses one information object, one loose item and no application window

result-> ninfo=1;
result-> ninob=1;
result-> pinfo= infir*list ;

result-> nlitm=1;
result-> plitm=1oose_list ;

rpqrr-l t-\ nennl =n'. L.vvPL v,

result-r pappl=NULL;
]

It's time to have a main which really does something.

main( )
t

struct I,lM-wwork xwwp;
struct m,I*wstat xwspi

/x text nay become a problen if started in node B
.)tx but the high*co1or has no problern to work like node 4
ttx Sor to simplify our setting, if it's mode 8, then
xx this progratn will want to run in node 4.. " assuming
x+( that all hardware who support node 8 also have node 4
*t(
x/
short modertype;
mode =-1;
type=-1;
mt-dmode ( &node, &type) ;
if (mode==8) { rnode=4; mt-dnode(&node,&type);}

Now the problem with any text is resolved, we can call the two functions in order to fill the structures

/x Create the wi.ndoi+ structure t(/
lrwlp = init-window0;
wsp = init-status(wwp);

We are nearly readil all that is missing is a window channel and checking that the PE is here (Of

course it is!).

wwp-r chid = fgetchid(stdout) ;
if ( ! (wrrfindv(wwp-> chid) ) )
{

exit(-1)i ,/x there i.s no PE here, so stop x/
]

Ok, it's time to really make something on the screen. We want a primary window right under the
mouse.

,/x shov the window, at the nouse pointer lt/
wm-prpos(wwp,-1,-1) ;
wuwdraw(wwp);

And now the best psrt: er infinite loop which will read the event and dispatch them Actually we care
only for the'QUIT'loose item, and that is taken care directly by the PE So There is really not a lot to
do.
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/l( Now, letts get the events )e/
while (lwn-rptr(wvp))

]

That's all lt's pretty long to start, but then adding new objects is rather easy.

i
]
exit(0);

The QL Users Mailing l-ist
Bruce Nicholls

Dotted throughout QLToday past and present, are
references to The QL Users Mailing list but what
exactly is this magical list?

The list was started in 1997 by Bruce Nicholls
who once ran Quo Vadis Design selling QL Soft-
ware and also published a magazine called
QReview The list was selup for any discussion

related to QLISMS be it news, help, queries, for
sale etc. The list now has over 150 active
members including most of the QL Traders A
mailing list is a method by which people who
have the same interest can exchange information
with each other via computers ln the past this
was done via bulletrn boards but now the com-
munication utilises the most common electronic
communication known as email. Email is used in
preference to other methods as it accessible by
most people who either have personal internet
access or work email. You can even use the QL

-hr
r\/-

Im stillen Winkel 12 D-47{69 Duisburg
Tel" O2Og 5O2Olt Fax O2Og 5O2O12
h t t pl //www. i - nn-s.com /smsq / i ndex. h t m

Very Speciol Qffer - rare iteml
ISA-Card with 4 serial ports (FIFO) and 3 parallel ports.

Ideal for Q40 and Q60 (they act as SER1 ... SER4 and PAR1 ... PAR3) - no plW
and play - all IO addresses and IRQs can be jumpered (large jumper fields on the
left of the board). Including all cables!

As only one item is available and QL Today reaches some readers fairly late, I
decided to sell it to the highest bid. Minimum
bid: EUR 30,-. Bids by post and Email to
smsq@j-m-s.com" Payment ONLY by credit card
(customers with a bank in Germany can pay by
account debit). Bidding will end March 15th

2002. The highest offer will get the card. Postage

as described on ad on pago 35 applies.
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to send and receive emails! The mailing list
works by people subscribing to the list and then
sending an emailto the mailing list address which
then sends the message out to all the other
people who have subscribed (joined) the list.

People can then respond to the email message
either directly to the person who sent the email
or to the mailing list thus promotrng discussions
in real time A lot of people on the list are able to
monitor the list throughout the day and you may
get an answer to a question/problem within a

few minutes.

How to subscribe
To subscribe to the list you need to send an
email to the address,

majordomo@nvg.ntn u.no
with the following in the body of your email'
subscribe ql-users

Your request then needs to be approved by the
list owner before you can start sending emails.
This process was added as the list was being
abused by people sending spam emails to the
list ln the joining welcome message you will get
all these instructions together with the address
you need to send emails to.

How to Unsubscribe
To unsubscribe from the list you need to send an
email to the address,

majordomo@nvg. ntnu. no
with the following in the body of your email,
unsubscribe ql-users

lf you need to unsubscribe an oldaddress from a
new email account you need to send an email
with the following in the body of your email'

unsubscribe ql-users oldaddress@???.com

lf you need help with any of the above send an
email to

owner-ql-users@nvg. ntnu. no

and the list owner will try to help

QL-Developers List
There is also a list called ql-developers which
was going to be just for commercial developers
but the needs changed and this list is now for the
discussion of Q40/Q60 Linux plus Hardware. To
join this list just substitute QL*Users in the
above examples with QL*Developers.

wfw'%se#ryffiffiffi
s&wr p@mgtrs @FF€g5trs a&g@ s&s&Fp€trs

It is customary, at this time of
the yeat to look back on what
the last year has brought us
and to look forward to the
coming year either in anticipa-
tion or in apprehension. Lea-
ving aside lhe political events,
upon which this is not the
place to comment, the year for
Qlers has been quietly un-

eventful.
Those who work hard as a

matter of course have been
just as productive as ever but
there has been precious little
activity from other sectors of
the community. We seem to be
relying on a diminishing group
of individuals to provide all of

our soltware and hardware and
that cannot be a very healthy
situation.

Que ue here for QPC9
version 3
Marcel has been working very
hard as usual and QPC 2 has
now reached version 3 with
many improvements over the
previous version. Most of
these will be documented else-
where in this magazine so lwill
not go too deeply into the
changes. I am writing this using
it and, since a large part of my
working life is devoled to
wrestling with the various pro-

blems that Windoze throws in

your face, I can only say that I

wish that other Windoze pro-
grams were as stable. There is,

as usual, the vexed problem of
printing but I will get into that a
bit further down the line. I will
return to the subject of QL
printers in the next column.

Planting a CeeD
Thierry Godefroy in spite of a
long spell under waier in the
lndian Ocean towards the end
of last year put in his usual
good work with the release of
the first versions of the CD
drivers. Unusually, these were
incredibly cross platform devi-
ces which would enable use
by people with either O
40/60s or Ql/Aurora users
with a Qubide attached. ln their
current form they need 'QXL
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Tools' to access the drives but
these are very much the early
seeds from which many
directories may flower
Duncan Neithercut was pretty
swift off the mark with
QCDTZE This is a pointer
driven front end for the CD
drivers which will be a very
welcome piece of code. I have
downloaded this file but QL
Today deadlines have not
given me any tinne to play

around wilh it so I will have to
postpone my report on that
until the next missive. As I have
been writing this there have
been a lew emails from users
who have had success in

using them
The same goes for Duncan's
latest version of CSB (Clip

Scrap Board) Both of these
files are available from Thierry
Godefroys website and BBS
should you feel moved to try
them out. I hope to bring a bet-
ter report in the nexl column.
lf Duncan's past record is any-
thing to go by then they
should be well worth a look

The Rhym€ of the (not
so) Ancient Lexicogra-
pher
Geoff Wicks has also been
taking his doggerel for a walk.
He released the wrything
dictionary - or should that be...
what was the HOTkey for thal
spelling crib program of his ?

Seriously though this is ano-
ther neat piece of work from
the Just Words house which is

both useful and fun. Now what
rhymes with QL .....? Oh to hell

with it Well done Geoff

The Flame Still Glows
Nasta has kept the embers of
the GoldFire going throughput
the year with numerous
postings onto the QL Users list.

The project may seem like va-
pourware to many of you out

there but it is still taking up a
lot of Nasta's time and, given
the support of the users and
the enthusiasm of those of us
who would very much like to
see it appea[ it may achieve
corporeal form soon. As lhave
mentioned before the software
for it will be a different matter
but we'll burn that bridge when
we come to it.

A Spoonful of Madicina
The TCP/IP / QL internet camp
has been very silent for a

whrle and I hope thrs does not
mean that the trail has gone
cold, this remains one of the
'Holy Grail' products for many
QL users who have not suc-
cumed to the lure of the PC

Progress was, at first, dizzying-
ly fast and there have been
emails sent out and received
by users of fairly standard QL
systems. Although I have a

pretty powerful PC system I

would still like to see the QL
making more of the online
world if only to take part in the
debates which rage along the
QL - User's mail list Let us
know where you are Jon (apart

from Switzerland that is)

SMSQ/E
Progress in SMSQ/E has been
slow in the last year but pro-
gress in this department has
often stalled to be revived
again later Tony Tebby's time is
always short and there is pre-

cious little financial remunera-
tion to be found in writing QL
code. There are still sorne pro-

blems I would like to see
solved. The latest version

{2 99) still seems to have pro-
blems with DD drives on my
Aurora system and vexed
question of the caches on the
Q40 / Q60 platforms is yet to
be addressed lt has, howevet,
made some big leaps since it's
inception and there are more
things to be seen, I am sure.

A New Hard Man on the
Block
Those of you who read the QL
Users list on the internet will
have noticed the flurry of mail
that came about when a new
name appeared. Dave Parks
has been working with Nasta
on new designs for QL Hard-
ware He has been suggesting
a combrnation o{ the new
version of Qubide that Nasta
and Tony were working on a
while ago with an Ethernet
card This would be very wel-
come because he wants to
make it compatible with the
Q40 / Q 60 system. An inler-
esting trick if it can be pulled

off lt seems from his writing on
the users list that he has the
determination and the know-
ledge to do these things and
is providing welcome support
to Nasta who has had to fur-
ther his visions for QL expan-
sion alone for some time.

I agree with those who say
that the QL bus is the bottle-
neck for both the QL and the
Aurora but for many people a
complete new system is be-
yond their reach and a partial
upgrade could improve the
performance of their ageing
systems whilst freeing some of
the other expansion devices
for the second user market.

The Modern Way
One thing that has pre-occu-
pied me over the last yea(
given the declining numbers of
QL users, has been the con
cept of user desire Given that
most QL systems are not, by
any stretch of the imagination,
modern syslems in their func-
tionality and capabilities what
can we do to improve matters?

Windoze may be a hated sys-
tem for many of my readers
but one thing it has done is to
introduce slandardised hooks
into system functions so that
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the programmer only has to
know how to pass the infor-
mation to the routine he

wishes lo use and how to
interpret the ouiput from it

This has freed the program
writer from endlessly having to
write file manipulation, printer
and screen control procedures
and allowed him to work on
the core of the program itself.

The QL programmer has long
had some of these features
available to him but some have
refused to use them. There
may be a number of reasons
for this including a dislike of
the way that the functions are
implemented, the fact that
some of them are not free to
the user and a basic dislike of
the Pointer Environment in ge-
neral but, by not creating and
accepting standards for pro-

gramming we have created a

system which ls far more hotch
potch than it really needs to
be.

What's on the Menu?
Jochen Merz's Menu Exten-
sions for example - I know I

have harked on about this
before * provide the best,
fastest and easiest and way to
access files for loading and
saving. OK there is a small
charge if you want include the
extensions with the program
distribution itself but you do
not have to include them if you
don't want to. lf you want to
add a hook to the files part of
the Menu fxtensions you only
need to add two or three lines
to your program and you can
allow the user to decide if he
has them or not and configure
the program accordingly
This one simple example
would help many people who
have to laboriously type in file
names for saving and loading
There are many other areas in

which the system could be
standardised like thrs and the
user would see a fairly harmo-
nious set of menus and com-
mands to do the basic tasks

Time for QDT?
As I mentioned above one
great hope for me was the de-
monstration by Jim Hunkins of
his QDT concept For once
there seemed to be some
hope that we could integrate
the programs into a system
with a proper desktop feel to
it There have been attempts at

this before.

The lCt system was any early
desktop shell system giving
both pointer access and a

suite of utilities such as calcu-
lators, calendars etc. The user
was able to conf igure the
desktop to add his own pro-
grams and to produce an indi-

vidual system. This fell by the
wayside through lack of sup-
port both from programmers
and users lf it had succeeded
and we were all using it would
Jim be writing'lced QDT'?
Cueshell also set out to do a
similar thing although it lacked
the ability to put programs on
it's desktop and was seen by
many as iust another file
manipulation tool it does have
a lot of other features as many
of you who tried it on the
demo disk that came with this
magazine will have found out.

QDT is, however a whole new
approach and one which could
pull together many of the dis-
parate aspects of the QDOS/
SMSQ scene. Jim's article in

the last QLT was a taste of
what it looks like and what it

will do and certainly whetted
my appetite for the real thing.
Maybe this year's US show will
see a functioning demo - eh
Jim?

Old Software for New
Users
A New user appeared on the
QL Users list recently. He had
managed to obtain a QL and a

Super Gold Card and was try-
ing to get the system into
shape As always it rs hard to
get someone started on a sys-
tem when you are so familiar
with it. We rnay all have a lol of
knowledge to impart but it is

the order in which it is passed
on and the bits we leave out
because we think they should
be obvious that can some-
times leave a neophyte dazed
One thing that struck me was
that, when he asked what
software he should use for
word processing, spread-
sheets, databases etc. he was
advised to try Xchange Now I

have nothing against exchange
as such and, in its day, ii was a
remarkable piece of software.
My main thought was that we
should not introduce new users
to the 21st Century world by
getting them to try BO's soft-
ware. lt we are to keep people
and get them to really use the
system lhen we should stress
the modern aspects of it By all

means give them Xchange but
get them to try the demo
programs like QSpread, DATA-

design, Cueshell and others so
they can see what is possible
We may lack the orchestras of
bells and whistles that the PC
has but we can still blow our
own trumpet to a good tune

A Broken Rainbow
A long running saga came to
an end last month. Way back
last year we supplied a second
user Aurora to a customer in

Germany This came from a

complete working system so I

was fairly confident it was a

fully functional board. A few
weeks later the customer
contacted me to say that it

would not work.
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ln a flurry of emails we tried all

the things we could think of to
get it working. We investigated
the Gold Card in case rl had
not been modified correctly
and all of the other possibilities
The board, however stubborn-
ly refused to display anything
but half a startup screen lT did
not help that the customer had
little english and my poor
grasp of German was not up
to a technical discussion - |

barely even manage to con-
verse with my father in law
Anyhow we got the board
back with all of the bits I

plugged it all up and he was
right - it did not work I then
plugged in another Aurora I

had using the same periphe-
rals. lt worked! OK so the
board was duff. I then changed
all of the plug-in chips No
change. OK. For some reason I

decided to plug in a Super
Gold Card That worked - now
I was completely baffled. Plug
the Gold Card back rn - it does
not work. Three hours later
and I had tried everything I

modified another Gold Card
and that did not work either I

was lost - time to call in a
expert. I dropped the whole
kaboodle in to Keith Mitchell

Keith was puzzled at first but
finally found the anwser One of
the diodes on the board had
been fitted the wrong way
round This gave no problems
with a Super Gold Card but
was a complete disaster when
used with a Gold Card. A quick
flip of the soldering iron and all

was well. We returned the
board and got a big thank you
from the customer

The Republic of Fasgro-
lia
Many of you may recall the
acronymbatics that i have col-
lated here in the past. As al-

ways these thing fascinate me

with their ability lo be re-inter-
preted. I unwittingly used one
of these in a conversation with
Steve Hall once and he said,
'That's a TLA' 'A What ?', I

asked 'Three Letter Acronym',
he said
The Guardian Newspaper in

the UK had a couple of inter-
esting and amusing definitions
in its lT section I pass these
on to you with any representa-
tion of they're having been
born of my fevered brain.

Flyspeck 3
- Text that is too small to read.
Janet and John 20
- Text that is too large to read
cornfortably

and, of courss;

FasGroLlA
- Fast Growing Language of
lnitlalisrns and Acronyms.

We are all citizens of the repu-
blic of Fasgrolia whether we
want to be or not. Just exa-
mine your own conversations.

Honourable Mentions
in Despatches
This issue the award must go
to all of you We have made it

through another year and the
QL is still going and still, for
many of us, an interesting
machine. There will always be
slack times and busy times
These days the hardware
people seem to be very active
and that should lead to an
improvement in the software
section. Lets hope so. We may
have lost a few people this
yea[ some have gone on to
the PC or LINUX and some,
sadly, have died, I will miss Tim
Fuller who was always interes-
ting when he called
Most of all though the Most
Honourable Mention must go
to the people who have ma-

naged to produce this maga-
zine for so long on a no profrt
basis. We will soon enter our
seventh year of publication
and, during those years Dilwyn
and Jochen have worked tire-
lessly to get this magazine out
on time and with such a good
blend ol articles Bruce Nicholls
has also played a pivotal role in

keeping us on track so, if you
see any of them at a QL show
shake iheir hand and tell thern
how much you appreciate the
work Every little helps

And Finally - as they say on
the News...."..

Censusless
Those of you who have an
interesl in geneology could not
have missed the shambles that
followed the UK governments
posting of the 1907 census
results on a UK website For
those of you in foreign climes
the outcome was that the site
was completely overwhelmed
by visitors and had to be
closed down.
Now it may be slightly off topic
but was there not another
census around this time of the
year some time ago? This cen-
sus was also heavily oversub'
scribed and people had to be
turned away No lnternet in

those days so the people
came in person of course.
Should we be iooking for evi-
dence of a cybernetic second
Coming? RePorts of a woman
giving birth while trying to log
on to the census srte? Or on a
stranded train from Virgin tx-
press?

lf you get an email from three
wise men or a bunch of shep-
herds doing a wildcard search
for some sheep all using the *
key don't say I didn't warn you

Dot.com all you faithful......



The 8L Show A enda

' !'v(lrthrnq j^urir oSt-a ir*rrtsladt'

1,'irtoria R<iicl

pirniiarie itar iorr

Le.vel (.rossrnc

3rd March 20AZ at Portslade Town Hall on the
south coast (same venue as last time).
l0am to 5pm. Good parking and easy access from
Fortslade station.This is the seventh year we have

run this show and after the successful change of
location last year we use my local Town Hall again.

This is a much larger venue with better parking and

easier access. I have also arranged a bevy of local
ladies to do some catering so the food and drink
situation should also be better.

We expect all of the usual QL culprits to be there.

Hotel details will be available in the flyer which will
be sent out in February. Ifyou have not returned the
postcard from the QL 2000 flyer please contact
Tony Firshman at T.F. Services to make sure you

'l o flrrVe

Sainshury's Supernarkel

,- llangleton Road

ilirj ihoreharn Rr:ail

rataltIlr Roatr

Portslade Town Hall

Kitlut.rv

Hrtun*i; n'

are on the mailing list.
See you all there. Roy Wood - Q Branch.

L Meetin Eindhoven
Saturdayo 23rd of March, tr0:00 to 16:00
Pleincollege St. Joris, Roostenlaan 296

uanta AGM and Worksho
Manchester. A 2-day event on saturday l3th and 14th April 2002, Venue: 3rd

Davyhulme Scout Headquarters, Conway Road, off Lostock Road.
Public from Zpm Sat and from 10am Sun. AGM 2.00pm Sunday

For more details see previous issuo of QL Today.

Hove Worksho

h[orth American US Show 20Az

This time, the
Saturdayo trst of June
eYent takes place near
please check page 6 of

Washington.
For detailso this issue.


